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AWARD Of MERIT — Bob Waters, right, presents the Chickasaw District
Award of Merit to Paul Kiesow, left, of Murray and John Bruce of Mayfield.
The award is given annually by the district to individuals who have con-
tributed greatly to Scouting in the local region. The awards bs -re presented
during the annual recognition banquet held last night.
SCOUT EXECUTIVES — Roger Stacy, left, Four Rivers Council executive
board chairman, Paul Kiesow, 1980 Chickasaw District Chairman, and Ed
Chrisman, former Chickasaw District chairman, were among the Scout
executives who attended the district's annual recognition banquet at the
Calloway County High cafeteria Thursday night.
Photos Its Dr. David C. Roos
Kiesow, Bruce Receive
Scout Award Of Merit
Paul Kiesow of Murray and John
Bruce of Mayfield were singled out last
night to receive the District Award of
Merit from the Chickasaw District of
Boy Scouts at the district's annual
banquet at the Calloway County High
School cafeteria.
Kiesow is general manger of the
Fisher-Price Toys plant in Murray
while Bruce is employed at Union
Carbide in Paducah. Presenting the
awards was Maj. Bob Waters of
Calloway County.
Ed Chrisman of Murray served as
master of ceremonies at the event at
which several others who have made
contributions to Scouting in the district
were recognized. A special guest at the
meeting was Roger Stacy, Four Rivers
Council executive board chairman, who
installed the 1980 district officers.
Kiesow will serve as chairman of the
district committee in 1980 while Charles
Clark will continue as district
executive. Other officers include Jim
Coblin, membership and relations
chairman; Harold Doran, finance
chairman; and Bill Kopperud, program
chairman.
Also recognized during the banquet
were 1979 recipients of the Eagle Scout
award who are: Richard D. Howe, Jr.,
Troop 36; David L. Mikulcik, Troop 13;
Jeffrey C. Leneave, Troop 36; Paul F.
Austin, Troop 77; Alan W. Jones, Troop
43; Lee M. Kalle, Troop 36; James M.
Waldrop, Troop 31; and Timothy F.
Burchfield, Troop 13.
Previous winners of the District
Award of Merit include: Bob Hopkins,
1975; Jim Ingle and Don Livingston,
1976; Billy Reynolds and Mack Hum-
phreys, 1977; Bob Waters and Jack
Stone, 1978.
Dr. David Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, served as chairman
of the recognition banquet committee.
Serving with Roos were David Keller,
program; Sammy Parker, publicity;
Dr. Jack Rose, physical arrangements;
Pat Kiesow, district hospitality; Bill
and Kathy Kopperud, food and
decorations.
The opening ceremony was per-
formed by Members of Troop 77 while
the closing ceremony was performed
by Eagle Scouts of Troop 13.
Final Inspection Scheduled
For New Middle School
A final inspection of the Calloway
hCourity Middle School has tentatively
been scheduled for Dec. 18, according
to Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent.
Rose also said the tentative date for
occupation is Jan. 2.
The board approved a motion to have
a gasoline contract with Belcher Oil
Company, effective Nov.. 1 through
June 30, 1980. The gas contract had
been with Petroleum Products, Inc.
Discussion was given to use of
gasoline for the school's extra
curricular activities but no motions
were made.
Donna Herndon, from Project COPE,
attended the meeting to report the
progress of the program to the board
members. The project is a preventive
program that includes counseling.
Herndon added that the program has
aided in the reduction of court ap-
pearances, major or minor, by
Calloway students.
-Kaye °reel°. librarian' at Southwest .
Elementary, was granted a leave of
absence. Marjorie J. Grady, Janice
Rowing and Rsdnh Wonslev were an-
proved as substitute teachers.
The following facility requests were
approved, the Calloway County High
School cafeteria on Nov. 8 for the
District Executive of the Four Rivers
Council of the Boy Scouts of America
and on March 8, 1980, for the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society and East
Elementary for a benefit program for
Lee Ann Lamb.
Rose said five of the six basketball
goals have been installed in the new
fieldhouse. He added the facility also




Meet Friday, Nov. 16
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will hold its regular monthly meeting at
1 p.m. Friday, NOY. IL Judge-.
Executive Robert 0. Miller's office.
The public is welconie at all fiscal
court meetings.
Reaction To Refuse RE port Discussed
Council Moves Closer To Enacting
Two-Hour Free Parking Downtown
A city ordinance that will permit two-
hour free parking in the downtown
business district was approved on first
reading Thursday following an
amendment changing the time period
during which the restrictions will be in
effect.
The city council voted 9-1 in favor of
the ordinance which is expected to be
enacted later this month following a
second reading. At the advice of city
attorney Bill Phillips, the council will
not act on final adoption of the new
parking codes until proper signs have
been received by the city and installed
on affected streets.
The availability and costs of the signs
prompted the council to change the two-
hour limited parking period from the
original 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday to 7 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley explained to
the council that the signs for the
original time period would be a
"special order" and the approxirnatley
80 signs needed would cost the city
about $10.50 each. Also, Henley said,
delivery on the 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
would be sometime in late December.
The 7 a.m.-6 p.m. signs, Henley ex-
plained, are "stock" signs and are
readily avitilable from the city's sup-
plier at a cost of about 92.79 each. The
stock signs can probably be shipped by
Nov. 14, Henley said, which would allow
the city to institute the new parking
program around the end of November.
The new ordinance will provide for a
penalty to be assessed on cars that are
parking in the same space beyond the
two-hour limit. The parking spaces will
be patroled by the city's dog warden
during periods when he is not per-
forming his regular duties. Car tires
will be marked with chalk and tickets
will be issued on subsequent rounds if
the car is not moved.
The Downtown Merchants
Association, which recommended the
plan to the city council, is contributing
$1,000 to help defray the cost of policing
the parking proposal.
Parking meters will either be
removed or covered during the trial
period with the exception of the
Municipal Parking lot on which
metered parking will remain in effect.
The ordinance is designed to allow a
three-month trial period for the parking
proposal. If the city determines it
feasible to continue the two-hour free
parking after the three-month period,
additional council action will be
required.
Refuse Discussed
Publicity evolving from a recent
council meeting concerning recom-




Some confusion has arisen over the
combinations of coins that will operate
Murray Ledger & Times newspaper
racks in various portions of the city
since the single-copy price of the paper
was increased to 20 cents earlier this
month.
The racks can be opened by inserting
either four nickles or two dimes in the
appropriate slots on the front cover. A
combination of two nickles and one
dime will not unlock the rack.
The racks can also be opened by plac-
ing one quarter in the appropriate slot















TV Section 16 pages
cloudy and
cold
Cloudy and cold tonight. Low in
the upper 30s. Partial clearing
and cold Saturday. High around
40.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
DrY and cold Sunday through
Tuesday. Lows will be mostly in








refuse pickup in the city has apparently
prompted considerable input from local
citizens according to some council
members.
The recommendation at the meeting,
from a federal funded study through the
Department of Environmental
Protection, was the city's sanitation
department institute a "curb-side"
garbage pickup rather than the current
"back-of-the-house" pickup.
Qouncilman J. D. Outland, who said
he had received several phone calls
about the proposal, said he doesn't
foresee the city adopting the recom-
mendation in the near future. Following
the meeting, Outland said that he could
not definitely rule out the curb-side
pickup proposal but that he could not
envision the city being forced to in-
stitute such a plan sooner than within
two more years.
"I've received more input on this
than any other proposal since I've been
on the council," councilman Howard
Koenen said, adding that he "can't even
• envision a long-range proposal" being
adopted by the city.
Mayor Henley said he had also
received many phone calls about the
curb-side plan.
The council has takeeno action on the
recommendation.
Patrolman Resigns
The resignation of Steve Hale as a
Murray Police Department patrolman
to accept a position as a patrolman in
the Land Between the Lakes prompted
some caustic comments from the
mayor and members of the council.
Mayor Henley said the city "cannot
compete with the federal income tax"
when it comes to salary levels, pointing
out that he believes beginning
patrolmen in the LBL are paid $14,000
per year, somewhat higher than the
city's pay level.
"We're serving as a training ground
for TVA," councilman Marshall Jones
added, pointing out that Hale has been a
member of the Murray Police
Department for approximately three
years and that training a novice office
involves considerable . expense to the
city in the early years of his or her
employment.
Appointments Questioned
council member Ruby. Hale
questioned whether or not two mem-
bers of the Murray Electric Plant board
could legally serve in their ap-
pointments,
The two memjers in question, Larry
Hurt and Don Jones, are not residents
of the city, Mrs. Hale claimed, in asking
whether-they could legally serve as
members of the board.
Mayor Henley advised the council
that Hurt has moved from the city
limits since he was appointed to the
board and that Jones' residence in
Canterbury Estates is just beyond the
corporate city limits even though it is
within the city school district.
The mayor advised the council that
he was expecting a telephone call this
morning from the state attorney
general's office for an opinion on the
status of the two board members.
Henley said this morning following
his conversation with the attorney
general's office that technically the two
board members apparently could not
serve on the board because they are not
residents of the' corporate city limits.
See COUNCIL,
Page 14, Column 6
Gas Dealers Feel Time To Tell
Seriousness Of Supply Tightness
Despite recent reports that the
gasoline situation for Kentucky "is
brighter this winter than it has been in
several years," Calloway County may
not be so lucky.
Several local. distributors have
reported some tightness in their
businesses but all agree that time will
determine the seriousness of the
situation.
Mike Baker, Kentucky Lake Oil
(Shell) Company distributor, said his
company is "rather tight right now."
Baker added he is managing but said he
felt his stations "may go into December
with empty tanks."
According to federal regulations,
November 1977 through October 1978
has been established as the base period
for determining allocations. Baker said
his allocation this month is 80 percent of
his November 1977 allocation.
Baker said, in his opinion, any
shortages that may come about could
derive from competition. He said when
one station runs out of gasoline, con-
sumers will go elsewhere that will
cause increased business. Baker added
it is too early in the month to speculate
for the future.
"We are in a wait-and-see period,"
Baker said.
Ed Chrisman, Texaco distributor,
said he has been "able to take care of
his regular accounts" even though
some of his stations have been without
gasoline for a period no longer than a
day or two.
On a November allocation of 75
percent from November 1977,
Chrisman said he felt there may be a
shortage within the next few months.
He added there will be no oversupplies
of gas in the near future.
Dick Orr, Chevron distributor, said
the gas situation is "tighter right now
than in a long time." He added that he
was out of gasoline for three days until
he received a shipment Thursday.
Orr said he felt recent rains may help
ease gas consumption by farmers. He
speculated that the local situation may
not reach the point of was lines.
His Nov ember allocation is 92 percent
of his November 1977 figure, Orr said.
He added that Chevron has decreased
three cents a gallon statewide.
Joe Belcher, Belcher Oil Company
Company (Amoco) distributor, said he
felt there was a good chance his
company may run out of gas by the end
of the month.
Belcher, whose allocation this month
is 75 percent of his November 1977
allocation, added that, in his opinion,
the situation "is not going to get any
better." He added that he does not
expect any allocations in the near
future to exceed 75 percent. Belcher
also stated the gas situation may be
tight throughout 1980.
Citing Murray as a growth area,
Belcher said he felt that was a major
reason for increased consumption of
gasoline. He added Murray State
University and several shopping




By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A curriculum study will soon be
begun at Murray Middle School after
members of the Murray Independent
Board of Education gave their support
to such a study at Thursday night's
board meeting.
Doralyn Lanier, director of
curriculum, said that the study had
been requested by several teachers and
, that since the middle school was in its
eighth year of existence, the time for
re-evaluation and reassessment
seemed appropriate.
The study proposal, presented by
Brown Says He Will Wait
To Hear Kennedy's Offer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter has asked for the political
support of Kentucky Gov.-elect John Y.
Brown, but Brown said he would wait to
seewhatSe. n. Edward M. Kennedy
could offer. 
At the same time, Brown seemed to
rule out any possibility of backing
California's Gov. Edmund G. Brown,
Jr., who is also seeking the Democratic
presidential nomination.
"I'm going to do what's best for my
state," y.Kentucky's Brown told
reporters outside the White House on
Thursday.
"I haven't had a chance to talk to Ted
about how he feelsboa ut coal and the
national 
Brown said he spoke to Carter about
getting federal aid for coal roads in
eo ,coand was "encouraged" by
Carter's attitude toward promoting
aluse.
Brown and Carter lunched at the
White House, and the governor-elect,
who made a fortune in the fast-food
business, recalled later that they ate
"some kind of fish."
During .the luncheon _l_irown said
he'dlike W bayeme belp_him,'' Bro.= -
Carter asked for his support. "He said
Bit Brown said afterward It would be
a "very difficult A pri " 
.
to support. "I feel really dose to both
camps," he said. He said he had known
both Kennedy and Carter for some
time. He also said that Robert Strauss,
just named Carter's campaign
chairman, is "my closest friend in
political life."
Asked whether he felt close to
California's governor, Brown said, "I
would think not."
Health Department
To Have Pap Smear
Clinic On Monday
The Calloway County Healtn
Department will have a Pap Smear
Clinic on Monday, Nov. 12, at 1 p.m.
Persons should call the department,
753-3381, for an appointment, a
spokesman said.
The regular clinic for Tuesday, Nov.
13, has been cancelled as the nurses will
be attending a special meeting,
On Thursday, Nov. 15, from 8 to 11:30
a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. the next regular
clinic will be held by the nurses at the
health department who are Daphene
lYkoi:rAmelia-McLeod, and Marilyn
•Galtinibre, regist;reasWirseis,- and
When Robertson, licensed 'practical
Mrs. Lanier, calls for the remainder of
the first semester to be spent in a needs
assessment by the MMS faculty
members. She said several consultants
on middle schools could be brought in
from either Murray State University,
Western Kentucky University or the
University of Kentucky to advise and
work with the faculty.
The MMS faculty would then spend
the second semester evaluating the
courses presently offered and visiting
model middle schools to gain new ideas.
Following that, the current curriculum
and scheduling could be upgraded and
improved.
The board voted to allot whatever
expenses, such as consultants' fees,
visitation expenses and other
miscellaneous costs, that are necessary
for the study.
A presentation on a recent study,
"Needs Assessment for Arts In
Education for the Murray and Calloway
School Districts," was given by Emmy
Edwards, assisted by Clara Humphrey
and Carla Rexroat. The study, begunin
January, was sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre
and funded by the Kentucky Arts
Commission.
The assessment included a survey of
teachers in both systems concerning
their needs for arts integration into the
present curricula.
It was recommended that a program
which would integrate the arts in
education be developed cooperatively
by the two systems because of the rural
location. Other recommendations were
that an arts steering committee that
would offer suggestions and recom-
mendations for the program be formed
and that sources of funding be iden-
tified and sought.
Mrs. Edwards said that it is hoped
that monies through the US. Depart-
ment of Education for arts in education
programs can be obtained.
Prior to the presentations, the board
actepted audits of the general budget,
Head Start, school lunch fund, and
activity fund given by E. L Howe Jr. of
Richardson, Treirathan. and Howe
_Certified Public- AccounLanta, _
-See MURRAY,
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Lifestyle changes help
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
recently graduated from
college. Um 22 years old and
the past few months I've been
bothered by irregularity of
my heart, including what the
doctors call tachycardia and
Ingeminy pulse. along with
persistent muscle spasms and
twitches and .indigestion. My
doctor listened to my heart.
performed an electrocardi-
ogram and did a number of
blood tests, including a test of
my' thyroid and potassium and
chemical profile. But every-
thing was all right.
He has prescribed Librium
and Norpace and chalks it all
up to anxiety and stress. I'M
still concerned. Should I be"
DEAR READER - Let me
tell you something. Anyone
who notices an irregularity of
his heart, particularly if it dis-
turbs him or occurs with rapid
heart action, is concerned. It
can be downright uncomfort-
able whether it's .caused by
anxiety and stress or whether
ICS caused by some disease of
the heart.
Many people do have such
findings and do not have any
underlying heart disease at
all. In many instances we
don't know what causes these
episodes. It sounds like you
have had a very thorough and
competent medical examina-
tion which should give you a
lot of comfort in knowing that
you don't have any. serious
illness, regardless of how
uncomfortable the attacks
may be.
Bigeminy really means that
every second beat is prema-
ture so that you have .two
beats, a pause. two beats and
a pause, two beats and a
pause. All of these fall into the
same category of what people'
call their heart skipping a
beat except yours occurs eve-
ry other beat. A tachycardia.
of course, refers to rapid
heart rate Some people have
these as attacks with a sudden
rapid beating of the heart
which may persist for a peri-
od of time and then just stops
as suddenly as it began.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 6-12. Heart
Irregularities. Skipped Beats.
Tachycardias. to give you
more information on these
disorders. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long. stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
As The Health Letter I'm
s sending you explains, individ-
uals with your problem can
often do things with their life-
style that are helpful. This
includes eliminating coffee,
tea; colas and all drinks that
eontain caffeine, Caffeine is a
drug. It stimulates the heart
and stimulates the release of
adrenaline. It can cause an
increase in such irregularities
of the heart regardless of
whether the irregularities are
associated with anxiety or
with underlying heart disease.
We also know that cigarette
smoking contributes to the
problem as do digestive disor-
ders.
Individuals who do not have
any underlying heart disease
and have occasional irregular
beats often do better if they
improve their level of physi-
cal fitness, particularly if
they're relatively unfit to
begin with. I would. suggest
stopping all of the caffeine
--7"` URRAYcw-pm
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THEY RISE AT NIGHT


















UNLEASHED THEIR ANIMAL DESIRES')
containing drinks, eliminating
cigarettes. improve your diet,
gradually improve your level





Patricia Clark of Murray
has an exhibit of her paintings
at the Calloway County
Libra'''. They will be shown
through the month of
Nov ernber—
Mrs. Clark's work includes
watercolors of flowers and
other plants, mostly painted
from live subjects. The
oriental influence is seen in
her paintings.
The artist is the current
president of the Murray Art
Guild' and is exhibiting at the
library by invitation as one in
a series of art shows spon-
sored jointly by the Murray
Art Guild and the Public
Library.
"The public is invited to
come to the library to see this
display," a library spokesman
said.
WINFIELD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Winfield of Murray Route 6
are the parents of a baby girl,
Amanda Gale, weighing seven
pounds seven ounces,
measuring 20 inches. born on




daughter. Sherry Michelle, 6.
The father is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield. The
mother is the former Patty
Page.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Ernest Page of Murray Route
6 and Mr. and Mrs. Amos







Miss Jane :inn Stiffen
and Thomas Elliott .qmpe
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Edward Suff ill of Murray an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Jane Ann, to Thomas Elliott Shupe, son of Mr.
and Mrs Conan Doyle Shupe, also of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughterof the late Mr. and
Mrs. William Suffill of Hurst, Ill., and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Counce of Fulton. She is the step granddaughter
of Mrs. Blanche Counce of Burnsville, Miss. "
Miss Slain', a 1977 graduate of Murray High School, is
presently a junior medical technology major at Murray State
University. She is employed by the Murray Theatres, and is
also an employee in 'thelaboratory at the University Health
Center. •
The groom-elect is the grandson of thelate Mr. and-Mrs.
Walter Shupe of Fulton, and of Mrs. Lawton Todd and the late
Mr. Todd of Paducah.
Mr. Shupe, also a 1977 graduate of Murray High School, is a
junior at Murray State University majoring in wildlife
biology. He is employed by the Murray Theatres.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Dec. 28, at 7
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church. A reception will
follow in the social hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
THE ACES' IRA G CORN, JR
II you are lonely when
you are alone, you are in
bad company.- -- Sartre.
Declarer had-that lonely
feeling after he went down
on today's shifty game. And
as far as dummy was
concerned, South deserved
his bad company.
West led the diamond
jack and East alertly played
his queen just in case it
might have- been advanta-
geous for South to duck.
Declarer took his ace imme-
diately and well he did. A
heart shift would have beat-
en the game more quickly.
Declarer drew three
rounds of trumps and then
took a winning club finesse.
Dummy's last trump served
as an entry to South's hand
and the winning club finesse
was repeated.
With no more entries left,
declarer's only option was
to play dummy's ace of
clubs in hopes of dropping
West's king. No luck there.
West's king was guarded:
the ace of hearts was wrong
and declarer's game was
beyond salvation. Th,
defense took three heart-
and one diamond to beat the
game one trick.
• To make his game.
declarer should not have
drawn the third trump
After two rounds of trumps.
a winning club finesse is
taken and a trump lead
allows declarer to finesse
again. Finally, dummy's last
trump provides an extra
entry and a third finesse
takes care of the club suit A
loser goes on dummy's ace
of clubs and the defense is
held to three tricks instead
of four.
Leaving a trump at large
mighf cause uneasy feel-
ings. However, better to
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Opening lead Jack of dia-
monds
bear discomfort than to












FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The course of true love runs
smoothly as long as you don't
overdo. A health upset could
spoil what promises to be a
good time. .
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) tleR Y.
Family projects bring
contentment, though a child
may be troubled or ill-at-ease.
Do your best to make all
concerned comfortable.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 201
The keynotekeynote is sharing.
Letting othars know what you
feel and think is the best way
to further closeness. Don't be
remote.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 220
If you want some extra
income, use leisure time to
find a means. Nothing stops
you now re efficiency at tasks.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 44:4g
You'll make a favorable
impression on others. now.
Stress charm and exchange
ideas. Avoid pompousness or a
know-it-all attitude.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 I 119%.
Privacy abets romance.
You'll find ° ways to make
home more cozy. Be a good
observer. Insights gained now
help you out later.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An
Local visits with friends are
pleasurable. Amidst the
chatter and merriment,




(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rketC.
Charm and personality a
. factor in business dealings




(Nov. n to Dec. 21) 3iirgki;
A business or romantic
opportunity at a distance may
present itself. Be open-minded





The ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
monthly ladies day luncheon
on Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 12
noon with Grace James and
Marilyn [Addle as chairmen of
11-9-B the hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by Tuesday by calling
Mrs. James or Mts. Liddie.
Other hostesses will be
Belinda Elliott, Verne Covey,
Patsy Fain, Mabel Gallagher,
Margaret Odle, Ruby Hern-
don, Pallie Kurz, Marge
Mr•Clard, Rita McKee!,
Charlotte Sturm, Wanda
Brown, Gela Edwards, Fay
Nell Flora, Doris Rose,
'Rachel Hendon, Doris
Johnson, Barbara Kjosa,
Joyce McKee!, Bobs Shroat,
and Mrs. B. Gene Thurmond.
Essie Caldwell is scheduled










five spade bid asks about con-
trol in the unbid suit:- South
must pass since he has no con-
trol in clubs.
- - -
PO Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225. at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday









South of Murray on
iId Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on ono of our buses
phone 492-8206
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 1:30
WNIIS RADIO (1340)
toarskisclita Saripkwastilasilay 12;30 PAL_
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7






Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A time when silence speaks
more than words. Know your
inner thoughts, but don't
express them at a time when
you should flow with your
feelings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)=A
A very hospitable social
occasion also lends itself to
romance. Enjoy the company
of friends, loved ones and
acquaintances.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(
Empathize with others, but
don't be so quick to point out
others' limitations, esp. if
they're not ready to face up to
them.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more inclined to the
professions than business.
Law, medicine, public ser-•
vice, religion, psychology;
•teaching, and scientific
research are some of the fields
which would put to good use
your fine mental gifts. Often
you choose an artistic medium
through which to express your
individuality. Music, acting,
painting, and writing would
bring you much happiness.
Your greatest success comes
when you develop a lighter
touch and learn not to take
yourself so seriously. Bir-
thdate of: Richard Burton,
actor; J.P. Marquand,





Mrs. Jack Uddberg will
present the program on
-Gourmet Foods" at the
meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
Monday, Nov. 12, at 7:30 p.m. •
at the club house.
Hostesses will be Anna Ruth
Harris, Ellen Harrell, Dixie




Mrs .• Franklin Carroll of





















The Legal Services Corporation, a priviate, non-
profit organiz.ation created by an Act of Congress to
provide support for civil legal assistanc to poor peo-
ple, will hold a public meeting on:
Tuesday, November 20, 1979
George Coon Public Library
Harrison and Washington Streets
Princeton, Kentucky
1:00 PM
to discuss the establishment of new legal services 
pro-
grams, or the expansion of existing programs, to serve
• eligible clients in the counties listed below:
Ballard Fulton . Lyon Todd
Caldwell Hancock McLean Trigg
Calloway Hickman Marshall Union
Carlisle Livingston Ohio Webster
Crittenden
All interested groups and persons are urged to attend
and their views will be carefully considered. Proposals
to provide such services will be presented and discuss-
ed. As announced previously, all such proposals were
to be received by the Corporation on or before October
12, 1979. Notice of the intent of the Corporation to fund
any such proposals will be published for comment in
the Federal Register at least 30 days prior to final ap-
proval.
Those who wish to express their views in writing or
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--Community Calendar Events Listed
Friday, Nov. 9
Fall Festival and Potpourri,
sponsored by Women's Guild,
St. Leo's Catholic Church, will
be at 9 a.m. at the Gleason
Hall, 401 North 12th Street.
--
Senior Citizens Bazaar will
be held from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center.
Second showing of "Fiddler
On The Roof" by the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre will be at 8 p.m. at /4
Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road.
Second showing of "Angel
Street" will be at 8 p.m. in the
Murray State University
Theatre, Fine Arts Center.
ACEI Children's Book Fair
qt continue from 8:30-a.m. to
5:30 p.m. in Room 321, Special
Education Building, Murray
State University.
Exhditions of a student
display in drawings by
Stephen C. Metzger,
Louisville, and a student show
in 3-1) design by Russell Mills,
Madisonville, will open today
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Murray
State University, and continue
through Nov. 20,
Youth Lock-in is scheduled
at 7:30 p.m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
A Attie- Sis Weekend" for
rejOents of Elizabeth Hall
arid their little sisters between
the ages of 8 anti 13 will be




l'hapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Gaylord
Forrest. 402 Chestnut Street,
at 1 30 p.m
Saturday, Nov. II
Bake Sale, sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, will be held
held at 9 a.m. in front of Roses
Department Store.
Calloway County High
School Fall Festival will be
held from 7 to 11 p.m. at the
Jeffrey fiym.
Holly • Berry Bazaar will
start at 8 a.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets, Murray.
Parliamentary Procedure
Workshop, sponsored by Phi
Beta Lambda business
fraternity, will start at 10 a.m.
in seminar room, Harry Lee
Waterfield Library, Mucray
State University. High school
ad college students may
attend at no charge, but others
will pay a fee of $2 per person.
Hazel Units of Woodmen of
the World will have their
annual family night supper at
6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center. The meal will
be furnished by the units.
Benefit Supper and Gospel
Singing for Crippled
Children's 'Telethon will be at
Dexter Community Center.
Plate lunches wilt be served
from 4 to 6:45 p.m. with the
singing at 7 p.m. This is
sponsored by Dexter
Homemakers Club.
ACEI Children's Book Fair
will be from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
pin. in Rpom 321, Special
Education Building, Murray
State University.
Land Between the Lakes
events will- include How to
Start Own Bread from 10 a.m.
to 30 p.m., and Birds of LBI„
one hour field trip, at 2 p.m.,
both at Empire Farm.
Free For The Asking I
wise
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




•••••••• "WORLD OF COLOR"•• • One, speLial per fain • Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
•
• ily (Additional child • Parent must pickup
• ▪ • in family $3.95 each) portraits•
• • Satisfaction Guar-
s • No costumes or
• anteed uniforms•





$500° For Winner! ••
DATE: November 12th & 13th• •
: DAYS: Monday & Tuesday• •

























































. .•• and .:• • •• •
• Children's Shop 
a
•
a Southside Shopping Center a• •
! 000000000000000000000 nip • •••••••••••••■••
Saturday, Nov. HI
Annual Chemistry Tour-
nament for high school seniors




Admissions Test will be given
in Room 101, Ordway Hall,
and National Teacher
Examination in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, both at 8:30
a.m., Murray State Univer-
sity.
Third night of "Angel
Street," mystery thriller, will
be presented at 8 p.m. in the
Murray State University
Theatre.
Third showing of "Fiddler
On The Roof" by Murray-
Calloway Community
Theatre, Inc., wilt be at 8 p.m.
at the A. Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road.
Murray Square-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall with Blackie Alverson as
caller. For information call
Ralph Lorenz.
Al-A-Thon is cheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
this is a support group for
familis and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Debate on "The Usefulness
of -Christianity Solving the
Problems of the 20th Century"
will be held at 10 a.m. in the
Sixth Floor Studios of MSU
TV, Fine Arts Center..
Sunday, Nov. 11 -
Homecoming will be held at
the Calvary Temple Pen-
tecostal Church.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Edible
Wildfoods at 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm, and Harvest Fest from
Ito 4 p.m. at The Homeplace-
1850.
Mr. and Mrs. Bulas Wilson
of Murray Route 1 will be
honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Community Room,
Peoples Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets. The family




will have a pizza party at
Pagliai's from 6 to 7 p.m. This
is for members only.
Pine Bluff Craft Club will
meet with Phyllis Lusk.
Need Line Board of
Directors will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliails.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation phone 762-6851.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church for the
seminar on "What Can We
Learn?" on Building A
Positive Single Identity.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at First Christian
Church Educational Building.
All interested women are
invited, and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
Let us present Teri Leisa
Morris, bride elect of Tommy
Futrell, who has registered
their Mikasa Stoneware and
Stainless from our fine selec-







Call ITs, We'll Deliver
jIt
Monday, Nov. 12
Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at 1 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center. Call
753-3381 for an appointment.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1 p.m. at the home of
Lois Sparks.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
9:30 a.m. at the church.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by Mrs.
Jack Uddberg:
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre Board of Directors is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
North Calloway Grade
School Basketball Tour-
nament will be from 5:30 to 9
p.m. at the sChool.
Greenhouse for Senior
Citizens will be open from 10
a.m. to 12 noon.
- Hazel .Senior .Citizens will'
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch served at 11:45
a.m.
Murray High School
Chapter of FHA will have its
Daddy Date Night at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Junior
High Basketball Jamboree




ponsored by Athletic Booster
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at




The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet Monday, Nov. 12, at 1
p.m. at the home of Lois
Sparks with Helen Hancheck
as cohostess.
All members and interested
so men are urged to attend, a
UMW spoksentan said.
Presenting the program at
the October meeting held at
the home of Dolly Lorenz were
Edith McKinzie who explained
the project of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church in sending a
bus to support work in disaster
areas-, and Martha Moore who
discussed the work of the First
Baptist Church.
Roxie Jones said that work
will be resumed on the front of
the church. Lora Wilkinson
volunteered as a delegate to
the meeting at Jackson,
Tenn., for the discussion on
the International Year of the
child.
Refreshments were served.
Also present were Daisy
Wickoff, Ruby Harris, Ethel
Walker, Carrie Hicks,
Dorothy Sobieski, Cecelia
Noonan, Susan Adams, Linda
Kelly, Shirley Garland,
Frances Brown, MArion Fox,
Bertha Hillard, and Jean
• Pipher.
1Dettit.A66t




DEAR ABBY: My husband reently had a birthday. His
ex-wife and children invited him over for dinner and a birth-
day celebration. I was excluded. He accepted and I was left
alone for the evening.
I believe that what he did was inconsiderate and unfair to
me. He could have invited his children over to celebrate his
birthday with us, or arranged to do something with them at
another time.
What do you think?
HURT
DEAR HURT: 1 don't blame you for feeling hurt. Next
year start early to plan a special birthday celebration for
your husband. Awkward situations such as this almost
always arise when a woman marries a divorced man with a
"first family." It's unfair to "No. 2," but it usually comes
with the territory.
DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago I married a fine man.
(Second marriage for both of us.) I moved to my husband's
town and met his friends. His best friend is a moItician (mar-
ried) who keeps making passes at me. Whenever we are
together in a group, he manages to ask me quietly if I will
meet him somewhere. -1 have told him repeatedly I'm not in-
terested in anything like that, but he persists. He and his
wife and my husband and -I are a frequent foursome, and we
enjoy each other's company.
I have never mentioned this to my husband because s,o far
it's harmless, and besides- it's not worth jeopardizing the
present good relations we two couples enjoy.
Abby, the thought that drives me up the wall is this: when
I.die, I know my husband will call on this mortician do the
' "honors- (as he did with his first wife), and I cannot bear the
thought of it!
This situation does have its humorous aspects. but never-
theless it is disturbing to Me. If I were 22 and in perfect
health maybe I wouldn't feel so panicky, but I'm not.
I am going to arrange my funeral with another under-
taker, but what do I tell my husband? He'll be astonished
that I didn't take my business to his friend.
SERIOUS IN CONN.
DEAR SERIOUS: Don't tell your husband anything.
Simply leave instructions with your lawyer, physician,
clergyman and a few close relatives. You may outlive your
husband AND the mortician. Or decide on immediate
cremation. That way the mortician wouldn't get to lay a
hand on you, dead or alive.
- DEAR ABBY: sorrroucti. the mother who couldn't get
her gi-OWn children to repay the money they borrowed from
her, should have given them "soft terms." That's what we
did.
When our two married sons needed grubstakes to buy
homes. Dad and I gave them longer terms at lower interest
than any professional lender would have given a couple of
penniless kids.
We made them sign 101' notes, telling them that their
notes were part of our estate, so that other hpirs would not
be cheated in case of our unexpected deaths.
Their payments to us are, small-but regular. We feel that
this is as important a part of their character training as their
Boy .Scout days were.
BANKER'S WIFE
CONFIDENTIAL TO C.K. IN INTERNATIONAL
FALLS, MINN.: Victor Hugo said. "To reform a man you
must begin with his grandmother." But since that is im-
possible, let no scurrilous or insulting remark about an',




after a WELCOME WAGON Gall.
As your Mashies, it's my lob to help yea make the
most If your new usighborhead. Our shopping areas.
Commemity opportunities. Speoial attreetieus. Lets
of fasts to save you time and mousy.
Plus a basket of gifts for year family.
111.1tz. !Weida; ft; y5ur cal/ _ _ _
g-444_40A, _
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 751-5570
Wedding Planned
Miss Jane Ann Mulvihill
and Kevin A. Bowen
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Mulvihill, Route 51, Terre Haute,
Ind., announcethe approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jane Ann, to Kevin A. Bowen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
W. Bowen of Murray Route 2.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Schulte High School,
Terre Haute, Ind., and is employed at Red ,Lobster
Restaurant.
Mr. Bowen, a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a junior at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
and is employed at Western Ribeye, Terre Haute, Ind.
The couple has set their-wedding for ten a.m. on Friday,
Nov. 23, at the Holy Rosary Church, Terre Haute, Ind. Those
friends wishing to attend are welcome, and may obtain fur-




Bonnie Jones will be
chairman of the hostesses for
the ladies day luncheon to be
held Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 12
noon, at the Murray Country
Club.
Reservations for the lun-
cheon should be made by
Monday, Nov. 12, by calling
Mrs. Jones.
Other hostesses will be
Barbara Brandon, Gela Ellis,
Aurelia Batts, Mary Watson,
Barbara Erwin, Ruth Wilson,
Ann Haney, Sal Wynn, Wanda
Dick, Eleanor Diuguid,
Phyllis Kain, Margaret Kipp,
Anna Ruth Harris, and Treva
Johnston.
Tickets for the Christmas
luncheon will be available at
the Wednesday luncheon.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Sadie West and
Louise Lamb as the scheduled
hostesses.
AT1ENT AT PADUCAH
1 1;ireakfast Is _eld To Honor
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Roger Parrish of Dexter.
NOW AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. Joe (Mae) Cochran of
Murray Route 1 is a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Miss Kennedv
The Holiday Inn was the
scene of a breakfast held
Saturday, Nov. 3, hononne
Miss Krista Kennedy, No%
24th bride-elect of Anthon
Thompson.
Hostesses were Mesdames
H. J. Bryan, J. I. Hosick.
Marvin Fulton, Sonny Crass,
A. B. Crass, Allen Russell, A.
W. Russell, and William
Barker, all of Murray, and
Mark Robison, Louisville.
Greeting the guests in the
lobby were Mrs. Hosick and
Mrs. Fulton. They were then
escorted to the breakfast room
to be greeted by the honoree,
her mother, Mrs. Keith
Kennedy, and her mother-in-
law to be, Mrs. David
Thompson.
Corsages of mums were
presented to the honoree and
the mothers.
The 20 guests were seated at
t-shaped tables with each




breath, and ferns, designed by
Mrs. Gordon Moody. A pair of
ceramic cupid dolls were also
placed at the head table.
Ivy ran the length of each
table and entwined around
silver candle holders at
various points. Each place
setting featured a place card
and an appliqued napkin
centered with an individual
mum tied with pink satin
ribbon. Small silver revere ,
bowls containing decorated
mints were placed on the
btablesieal  and served after the
'The hostesses presented
. Miss Kennedy with the meat_
of 
blacttieorat.o her chosen pattern
- Guests signed the bride's
book at the table covered with
a hand appliqued and em-
broidered cloth and centered
with a hurricane lamp cen-
tered with a pink candle and
muris entwined with ivy.
-
Some people thought they
could create rain by throw-
ing ashes into the air.
We are pleased to an-
nounce that Carmen Ar-
nold, bride-elect of Rick
Garland, has selected her
pottery and crystal from
our complete bridal
• registry.






Waterbeds are a relatively new way for deep relaxing sleep
for this area. However, on the West Coast in California,
waterbeds account for about 20% or 1 out of each 5 beds
sold last year. They're fun and comfortable. Flotation con-
cept is tried and proven. Have doubts? Let's lay to rest
some of the misconceptions and myths! !
(a.) "WHAT IS A WATERBED?"
• • A bed unit consisting of: (1) A water
mattress, which is a special engineered
vinyl container of water which will
support normal bed occupants without
bursting because of the movement or
weight of those persons.
(2) A "safety liner" which covers the
interior of the bed frame and in which
the mattress lays - thereby containing
any water which might leak from the
mattress if accidently punctured.
(3) A 4 sided rigid- bed frame attached
to a support deck and platform which
will safely support the water mattress.
(4) A thermostat-controlled U.L. ap-
proved heating unit.
(b.) "I'll. GET SEASICK FROM THE WATER
MOTION."
• Anyone who has experienced a
waterbed soon realizes the motion
quickly subsides and is actually more a
gentle rocking motion that helps relax
and ease into sleep. If less motion is
preferred, a "waveless" mattress is
optional and greatly reduces any mo-
tion.
(c.) "MY FLOOR WON'T ACCEPT THE
WEIGHT OF A 2,000 LB. BED."
• Most state building codes require
that floors be capable of supporting a
minimum of 40 lbs. a sq ft. over the
entire floor. A king size watorbec,l
axiirts 32.4 lbs. a sq. ft., wall under
the minimum capacity required. A
well stocked rsifrigorator, washing
mochine or piano wspig s mo • per sq
Wydrvaguest- extra suppeeturider
mobile homes '
(d.) "HOW OFTEN DO I HAVE TO CHANGE
THE WATER?"
• Never, simply odd 4 oz. of water con-
ditioner twice a year to inhibit algae
growth and if you wish - clean the vinyl
mattress with• soap and water from
time to time. •
(e.) "ARE THE HEATERS SAFE? HOW WILL
MY ELECTRIC BILL BE AFFECTED?" - -
• Consistent high quality control and
technology produce extremely safe,
reliable units. Each heater is im•
mersed weter for -testing and ore
thermostatically controlled to reduce
power usage. At full power wattage
is no more than 3 or 4 100-watt light
bulbs.
*Come in look over our display - try
our demonstration bed. Prices start at
$249, for a Col-King bed with heater.
You'll probably like it!! Weolso have
a complete selection of Sealy & King
Koil conventionoi mattresses and
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LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP? — Apart-
ment renters in Kentucky's two largest
cities are guaranteed certain rights
under Kentucky's landlord-tenant law.
Elsewhere in the state, tenants
cannot look to the law for that kind of
protection, but can use the statute as a
guide.
Whether you live in Lexington or
Louisville or a smaller city where the
law doesn't apply, you should follow
some common-sense rules when ren-
ting.
A written lease is your best protection
against arbitrary action by a landlord.
Generally leases will run for a year,
and a landlord cannot evict you without
Ca use.
Read the small print. If there's
something you can't live with — such as
a clause prohibiting a pet — discuss it
with the landlord. He may be flexible on
the point.
But don't sign a lease that you're not
prepared to live with. If you violate the
termg of the lease, it coyd be grounds
for eviction.
Never sign a lease until you've read it
through, and never sign any document
unless all the blank spaces are filled in.
Letters To The Editor
A lease can be the best basis for a
workable relationship between tenant
and landlord. The more detailed the
document, the less problems are likely
to crop up.
Most landlords will require a security
deposit along with the first month's
rent.
Make sure you understand the con-
ditions under which the landlord may
keep the deposit. For example, if the
apartment is damaged or if the tenant
fails to meet other conditions of the
lease, you may be required to forfeit all
or part of your deposit.
You should always walk through the
apartment with the landlord and make
a list of damages before signing a lease
agreement — noting such things as a
stained rug or holes in the walls. Both of
you should sign the inventory.
Find out who is responsible for
apartment maintenance; for example,
will you or the landlord change the
lightbulbs in the halls?
If repairs are needed, should you call
the landlord or the repairman directly?
Agree on who is responsible for repair
bills.
Even if you're not covered by state
law, taking a few practical precautions
can save trouble later.
Thanks For Donations
Dear Editor: '
The North Calloway Parent-Teacher
Club wishes to thank the following
businesses for their donations to the
success of our Fall Festival Bingo:
Jim Adams IGA Nothside, Allison's
Cards and Gifts, Bamboo Garden,
Byron's Discount Pharmacy, Burger
Queen, Cherry Branch, Dennison-Hunt,
.11erchants Thanked
Dear Editor:
The Essence Club of Murray State
University wishes to express thanks to
the merchants who donated gifts for the
Mr. Homecoming Pageant conducted
by the club on Oct. 26. They include the
following:
Uncle Lee's, Ju Don's, Greek Corner,
Green Door, Wild Raspberry, Den-
nison-Hunt, K-Mart, Begley's, P. N.
Hirsch & Co., Cook's Jewelry, Scott






By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 9, the 313th day
of 1979. There are 52 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1938, Nazi Germany
had its "Crystal Night," as bands of
Germans attacked Jewish establish-
ments.
On this date:
In 1965, a massive power failure
blacked out parts of Canada and the
eastern seaboard of the United States.
In 1968, three men from Yemen were
arrested in New York on charges they
conspired to kill President-elect
Richard Nixon.
In 1970, Charles de Gaulle died at age
79.
Ten years ago: The death list from
the 1968 Tet massacre in Hue, South
Vietnam, rose to 2,300 as more bodies
were discovered.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger ended an 18-day
mission to Moscow and the Mideast.
One year ago: AFL-CIO president
George Meany called President Carter
"the most conservative president I
have seen in ray lifetime."
Today's birthdays: Farmer Vice
President Spiro Agnew is 61. Former
vice presidential candidate Sargent
Shriver is 64. And astronomer Carl
Sagan is 45.
Thought for today: Every nation has
the government It deserves. — Joseph
de Maistre (1753-1824
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45384. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you mukt
include -a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I wrote you earlier
and asked you if I would be better off
moneywise to retire from the railroad
on the regular age retirement or on a
disability retirement. You answered
that chances are the age retirement
would give me a larger pension
amount. Can you explain why there is a
difference in monthly benefits under
the two retirements? — F.S.
An employee's average monthly
compensation is generally based on his
or her highest taxable earnings ex-
cluding five years of lowest earnings
and, in some cases, other years of low
earnings. The number of years of
compensation used for computing the




number O1 elapsed years between 1956
and the year of eligibility for the an-
nuity compensation.
For an age retirement, the year of
eligibility is the year age 62 is attained
and for a disability annuity it is the year
the disability began. However, there is
an advantage, not available to other
annuitants, for employees who retire on
a 60-30 annuity because they are
deemed to be age 65 at retirement and
thus the cut-off for determining the
elapsed period is three years earlier.
iThe 60-30 plan means the worker is 60
years or older and has 30 or more years
of service in the railroad industry.
To illustrate the effect of this dif-
ference, assume that retirement for
both an age and a disability annuitant
takes place in 1979. Assuming the
elapsed period for both started in 1956,
since the age annuitant is considered to
be age 62 in 1976, 20 years of highest
taxable earnings (1976 minus 1956)
would be used in the computation of the
average for the 60-30 annuitant. On the
other hand, 23 years of highest earnings
would be used for the disability an-





Aware that it is a good thing for
Christians to recall their former con-
dition, when they were helpless,
Christless, hopeless, and Godless, Paul
reminded his Christian readers that
before they received Christ as their
Saviour they were dead in trespasses
and sins, disobedient to God, deserving
•+++ •-•-•-•••••••-•44-4-+++++++++++•-•-•-•-•-4-0-44-0-*+++•-•-••-•••-•-•-•-••••
The Story Of
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, Mt
• • •-•-• •-•++++-+++-++4-+-+-+++-++++++-++++++-•  *4 •-••-•-•••••-•-+++++
Conditions in Calloway County during the depression als,)
were affected by the national economic collapse, but our farming
people were not suffering to the extent of those in industrial con-
gregations. Farm economies are the last to feel the squeeze 4.1
industrial upheavals, also the last to be comforted by industrial
prosperity. Thus, the folks at home could scrounge a roof over
their heads, •share a hog-killing, and fell timber to warm the hearth
during the long siege. Too, our people had long become accustomed
to hardships, and were undaunted in the face of denial and adversity.
Despite the natural advantages inherent in rural Calloway
County during the depression, the federal government shared with
I% it numerous work projects to get the county off its economic knees.
One of the first of these projects included the Citizens Conservation
Corps with barracks just south 'of the city limits on the Pogue farm.
C. C. C., primarilY organized to absorb youths entering the labor
market, participated in numerous conservation projects here, but .
the one that stands out above all others here was their great efforts
to stop soil erosion that was wasting away our most treasured bounty
—topsoil. Millions of pine and locust seedlings were planted in
eroded gullies, bringing to Calloway County the first of this imported
pine tree species that has subsequently flourished. The Public
Works Administration opened an office in Murray with a program
to build concrete streets, many of which are durable foundations
of numerous thoroughfares today. The Works Progress Administra-
tion constructed grounds and stadium for the university which was
named for our long-standing and respected coach, Carlisle Cutchin.
The selection of the County of Calloway as the site for the
Murray State 'Normal Schtiol was effected by men like Rainey T.
Wells, Dr. Willgon and Hon. Lee Clark, not to mention the
bijt4reds of pQ)ple whoAug, down with _their_sparse, cash to sub-
scribe $104,000 to financo the first building. As previously men—firneif,
the history of the university has been capably recorded by previous'




of wrath, without Christ, without a
place among God's people, without a
share in God's covenants, without hope,
and without God.
Salvation, which is man's greatest
need, has been made available to men
through the matchless grace and
marvelous love of God. This gift from
God cannot be merited or purchased by
men, but it has been made available to
any sinner who will receive it is a gift
through faith in Christ the Saviour. Due
to the atoning sacrifice of Christ on the
cross, those of us who have received
Him as our Saviour have been saved
and are now able to approach God the
Father and to enjoy a wonderful
fellowship with Him. As God's children,
we are the center of His interest, love,
and concern. In addition to the superb
fellowship which we have with God, we
also have delightful fellowship with the
members of His family.
All Christians should be grateful for
the wonderful change which has been
wrought in them by the blood of Christ.
Through the shedding of His precious
blood on the cross at Calvary, Christ
abolished alienation, removed bit-
terness, and united contending forces in
Christian love. Through the shedding of
His precious blood on the cross Christ
has made peace with God for both Jews
and Gentiles, and His offer of salvation
is made to both groups alike. Even
though they had a bitter hatred toward
those who were of a different race prior
to their salvation by Christ, when they
were regenerated and reconciled to
God, thereafter they enjoyed a har-
monious relationship and had a
delightful fellowship.
God's Word refers to those of us
whorn Christ has saved as saints, which
is simply God's name for believers in
Christ. Having been set apart to Him,
God's children should be encouraged
and strengthened in the assurance that
we are the center of His love and life.
We should think of ourselves as being
the Lord's temple and the habitation of
the Holy Spirit. When Christ returned to
the side of the Father, the Holy Spirit
was sent to earth, and He came
claiming believers in Christ as His
abode. How wonderful it is to have the
Holy Spirit indwellkig, directing, and
empowering us in our service for
- Orbit!. Thrsvpgh -us, --who -ern—God:A
cfdldren and members of His churches,
God's presence is to be revealed; His
power is to be manifested, His message
Is to be proclaimed, and His will is to be
accomplished.
disability annuitant would have three
years of lower earnings which will
decrease his or her average com-
pensation.
Also, under a five-year guaranty
provision not applicable to disability
retirees, age retirees are guaranteed
that benefits will be at least as high as
under a previous formula.
HEARTLINE: 1 know there is a $60
annual deductible under Medicare.
Does this mean 1 have to wait until 1
accumulate $60 in medical bills before
filing my first Medicare claim? -- R.D.
Definitely not. In fact, claims can_be
and should be sent in as often as you
receive medical services. As you
submit claims. Medicare will keep
tract of how much of your deductible
has been met. It is important that you
remember to submit claims on a
frequent and regular basis — not just at
the end of the year.
For persons who would like a com-
plete understanding of the Medicare
program and what coverage is
provided by it, you can order Hear-
tline's Guide to Medicare by sending
$1.75 to Medicare Guidebook, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE : Our newspaper just
began to carry the Heartline column
recently. I saw a mention in the column
about your pen pal club for senior
citizens only, and meant to keep the
address but lost it. Please tell me again
where to write to obtain information on
this club. — H.B.
For information on Heartline's pen
pal club, write to Heartline-American
60 Club, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
WRITE A I.Ermit
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten arid
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071
Looking Back
10 1 ears Ago
The 1966 Buick sport couple stolen
yesterday morning from Charles
Nelson Eldridge was found about noon
the same day in Clarks River just oft
the bridge on the Cecil Holland Road
with the wheels sticking out of the
water.
Deaths reported include Bruce Crain,
69, Arthur Hjort, 70, and Greg Knapp,
23.
Elected as officers of the New
Providence Riding Club were William
Hicks, Jimmy Puckett, Clara Stub-
blefield, and Sylvia Puckett.
Tripp Williams, James Pigg, and
Jimmy Brandon of the Murray High
School Tigers football team were
named as members of the All West
Kentucky -Conference Class A football
team.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Austin Peay State
University by the score of 55 to 41 in a
football game here.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
Edgar Allan Poe's "Spirits of the
Dead" starring Brigitte 'Bardot, Alcin
Delon, Jane Fonda, Peter Fonda, and
Terence Stamp.
20 1 ears Ago
Deaths reported include A. G.
Chappell, 80, Mrs. Nettie Weatherly, 86,
and Mrs. Earle Cunningham, 92.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Roberts of Murray
Route 3 celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary on Nov. 8 at their home
near Shiloh.
Boy Scout Troop 45 will sponsor a
pancake breakfast on Nov. 21 at the
American Legion Hall.
Carolyn Wood, Gary Beshear, Joan
Carroll, Phyllis Gibbs, Patricia
Overbey, Shirley Culpepper, Jerry
Wallace, Jerryepeight, Janice Phillips,
Janice Suiter, and Chris Miller are
members of the cast of the play, "The
Great Big Door Step," to be presented
Nov. 10 by the - seniors of Murray
College High School at the Little
Chapel. Bobby Adams is stage
manager and Betty Thomas is
promoter.
In high school basketball games
Fulton Cotinty beat Hazel, New Con-
cord beat Cottage Grove, College High
beat Fancy Farm, and Almo beat Lynn
Grove. High scorers were Anderson for
Fulton, Erwin for Hazel, Smith and
Curd for New Concord, Hart for Cottage
Gove, Wallace for College High, Cash
for Fancy Farm, Lamb for Almo, and
Butterworth for Lynn Grover.
30 Y ears Ago
About 500 burley tobacco growers in
Calloway County are eligible to vote
Nov. 26 in a national referendum to
determine whether burley tobacco
growers want quotas continued on the
1950 crop and also on the 195142 ems.
A steer belonging to Leroy Todd, 4-H
member from Faxon, won the Grand
Champion award at the eighth annual
Calloway County Fat Cattle show held
Nov. 7 at the Murray Livestock Yards.
A total of 42 cattle were entered.
Deaths reported include Thompson
Spann, 81.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd McKeel en Nov. 3, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Damon Neil Carson on
Nov. 3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Herndon on Nov. 4.
Julia Fuqua, Janice Doran, Hilda
Galloway, Mary Ann Grant, Kathleen
Hawkins, Donald Hughes, Charles
Waldrop, Bill Jackson, Charles
Boggess, Barbara Ashcraft, Delores
Heater, Charles Magness, and Bobby
Bowden are members of the cast of the
play, "Seventeenth Summer," to' be
presented by the Juniors of Murray
Training School on Nov. 10 at the Little
Chapel.
In high school basketball Cayce beat
Lynn Grove, Brewers beat New Con-
cord, and Salem beat Almo. High team
scorers were Burns for Cayce, Parks
for Lynn Grove, Sutherland for
Brewers, Steele for New Concord,
Stubblefield for Salem, and Miller for
Almo.
Contemporary Religious Thought
The Power In The Name
By Rev. Ronnie Adams, Pastor
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Then Peter said, Silver and Gold have
I none; but such as I have give I unto
thee; In the Name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth rise up and walk. (Acts 3:6).
In a fraternity house, a Christian sat
comparing religious notes with
members of an Easternsect. A disciple
of the sect began calling the names of
important religious founders whom he
worshipped and in whom he professed
to believe: "Krishna, Mohammed,
Buddah, Moses, Christ."
The Christian interrupted, "But you
can't do that."
Do what? said the young man.
"Lump Jesus Christ together with
those other men and treat them as
equals. The Bible teaches that God
raised Jesus from the dead, highly
exalted Him, and gave Him a Name
which is above every Name. (Philip-
plans 2:9). There is soother Name in
thtiseld so exalted and wonderful.
In old Weptern stories, the - sheriff
would knock' on a door and call out,
"Open up in the name of the law." He
meant the authority of the law was
lithind him. To pray and speak in the
Name of Jesus Christ means to do so in
the authority of the Lord Himself.
Alone, man has no right to approach
God in prayer or to speak for God to
other people. However, because of
Jesus Christ we have access to the very
throne of God, as well as to His power
for daily living.
The writer of the book of Hebrews put
it this way: "Let us, then hold firmly to
the faith we profess. For we have a
great High Priest who has gone into the
very presence of God — Jesus, the Son
of God. . . Let us be brave, then, and
approach God's throne, where there' is
grace. There we will receive mercy and
find grace to help us, just when we need
It" (Heb. 4:14, 16, TEY).
May God help us to recognize the
power that is available to us in the
powerful Name of Jesus.
Bible Thought
Repent and torn yedrsehres from an
your transgressions; 'So iniquity shall
nbt be your ruin. Ezekiel 18:30.
Repenieni vaIirl only when at •










































































































Take Time Out Fon
A Sweet Treat












DRAWINGS FOR 10 TURKEYS
WILL BE HELD SATURDAY, NOV. 17 AT 8:00
ONLY ONE WINNER PER FAMILY.
YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. SEE
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HIRSCH KITCHEN AND UTILITY
WORK 'N HOBBY STOOL
BENCH Height 13 In.
Includes Shelves For Storage, High Impact Top, Reg. 4.88
Steel Tool Rack, Removable Bins For Hardware I
Reg. 18.88 I
Only 10 to Sell 1 Ow
RAY-0-VAC
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It cuts, chops, slices and blends. It grinds meat, grates,
shreds and purees. Sturdily constructed and comes with
4 blades. Model 8000.
WESTINGHOUSE
STANDARD LIGHT BULBS
2 Bulbs Per Pkg.
60-75-100 Watt
Pkgs. For 1











9-9 Mon.-Sat.. Bel-Air Shopping Center
. 1-6 Sunday Limit Rights Reserved — Equal Opportunity Employer
Ph. 753-8777
' Murray, Ky.
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University Theatre Production,
'Angel Street,' Now In Progress
latest theatrical
Pridni-tion of Murray State,
Patrick Hamilton's Angel
Street, is On the hoards at the
AlSt Theatre from Thursday.
Nov. 9, to Saturday. Nov. 11.
Angel Street is perhaps better
kuown as Gaslight. the name
ot the 1944 film version of the
.tory starring Charles Boyer
and Ingrid Bergman.
Angel Street is one of the
more interesting of the many
treatments of the gothic
marriage in which the han-
dsome, charnnu, sinister
husband is bent on destroying
his wife in one fashion or
*wither. .ln this caw, Mr.
Alanningham. the husband. is
driving his wife to the
thadliguse so that he can get
his hands on her money' while
he is also searching the house
for the missing rubies of the
%\ Ian he had murdered
ifteen years earlier.
The director of Angel Street,
Robert Johnson. has gotten
some striking performances
from his talented, well-chosen
cast, who interact emotionally
well with one another, as this
critic could tell from watching
the final dress rehearsal
Wednesday night. -
Byron Norsworthy, the
swinging bachelor of MSU's
Barefoot in the Park. is quite
C4111%111(114! as the maniacal
Machiavellian husband who
stalks 'about with feline
arrogance as he toys with his
wife's wit. playing like a
virtu° upon her many
en.otional kes.
Not'sworth 's Matutmhant
has a victim worthy of his
artistry in Flame Bass's Mrs.
Manninghain. This latter role
is a difficult one since the
actress playing it 'must
literally pull out all the stops.
At one moment, she must be
bubbling; -at another she must
be cringing with fear or
bristling with anger at her
husband's treatntent of her.
The other main character,
tHe brusque. businesslike, yet
compassionate detective, is
played with power. flair, and
conviction by Skip Hamra the
young husband in Barefoot in
the Park. Thanks to clever
make-up and appropriate
physical movements like a
slight -siff-legged limp, he
really creates the illusion of
being a man in late middle
age.
The minor roles are well-
cast and played so as to fit into
the entire ensemble. Sarah
Colter depicts the older
housekeeper with dignity;
Debbie Geurin portrays the
"uppity" younger maid with
;witness. David Davis and
James Trevor as policemen
help bring the play to its ex-
citing climax.
This production of . Angel
Street is greatly enhanced by
the "daring duo" of Suzanne
Hill as costume designer and
David Davis as set designer.
Hill's costiunes are designed
not only to play up the roles of
the characters but also to
complement Davis's
beautifully planned and well-
constructed set. This complex
set has been cleverly devised
to allow maximum fluidity of
movement upon the stage.
Johnson, the director, makes
good use of both the set and
the actors in this latest
production of MSU Theatre.
Dr. Ward Invited To Seminar
Dr. K. Machree Ward,
director of the Center for
Academic Advisement at
Murray State University, has
been invited to participate in a
three-day seminar on
"Management Skills for
Women Supervisors" Nov. 12-
14 in Louisville.
Sponsored by the School of
Business at the University of
Louisville, the program will
deal with such topics as:
organizing a work load,
making decisions with
Piano Recital, Master Class
To Highlight Keyboard Week
A piano recital and master
class by Dr. Alfred Kan-
wischer, head of piano studies
at George Peabody College in
Nashville, will be among the
highlights of a Keyboard
Emphasis Week at Murray
State University Nov. 13-18.
Kanwischer, named the 1979
Composer of the Year in
Tennessee, will play a com-
position of his Own, as well as
music by Beethoven-,
Scriabine, and Mompou, in the
recital to begin at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 14, in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
His master class will be _
conducted from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
on Thursday, Nov. 15, also in
the Recital Hall Annex. Both




The blue mood of winter is not due to cold, gray skies, but to
the frigid nature of our souls. When our thoughts are
stagnated by self-imposed depression, winter and spring and
every other season seems miserable.
A good forecast always comes from a heart and mind filled
with faith, hope and love. These are available at your local
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) year-round.
The spirit should be free to soar. This is why we believe
that you should be free to choose your own interpretation of
God's word. We (eel that no one should stand between you
and God. There should be an open path to travel as you see
fit.
Come to church and stoke up your furnace for the winter
ahead.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street




Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you




Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im-
possible telt them when to
come and collect.
the recital and the master
class are open to the publit at
no admission charge.
Among the other activities
scheduled as part of Keyboard
Emphasis Week are:
—Tuesday, Nov. 13, a free
Faculty Piano Trio recital at
8:15 p.m. in. the Farrell
Recital Hall of Doyle Center.
The trio, made up of violinist
Robert Gillespie; violoncellist
Neale B. Mason, and pianist
Dr. James McKeever, will
play music by Beethoven and
Brahms. They will be joined
by guest artist Katharine E.
Mason on the viola.
—Saturday, Nov. 17, a Piano
Workshop for high school
students with sessions at 11
a.m. and 1:30 and 3 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall. Students
in grades nine through 12 will
hear faculty and students
perform, perform themselves,
and receive instruction on how
to prepare to be a college
piano major. Murray State
piano faculty members
Judyth Lippman, Dr. James
McKeever, and Marie Taylor
will conduct the workshop.
—Sunday, Nov. 18, a piano
recital by Rebecca Payne
Shockley at 3:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall . Annex. Mrs.
Shockley, a member of the
piano faculty at Eastern
Kentucky University,. will
play music by Mozart,
.Debussy, and Liszt. The
program is also open to the








politics and building resources
for career advancement. •
In charge will be DeAnne
Rosenberg, a nation-wide
lecturer in all areas of the
management development
process and widely ex-
perienced in personal and
management positions in
industry.
In addition tO consulting for




Associates, the U.S. Navy, W.
R. Grace. and Boston
Children's Medical Center,
Ms. Rosenberg also teaRies at
Bentley and Bryant Colleges
and at Brandeis University for
the American Association of
Industrial Management.
Dr. Ward came to Murray
State in 1969 following
receiving a doctoral degree in
counseling and guidance and
educational psychology at the
University of Alabama.
She taught full-time in the
Department of Psychology
until August, 1975, at which
tune she became a half-tinie
counselor in .the university's
Counseling and Testing
Center. In Ally, 1976, she
became half-tune director of
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Keady Says Hilltoppers
Capable Of OVC Title;
Greene Issues Welcome
By TONY WILSON
Ledger Si Times Sports Editor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Murray State coach
Ron Greene formally welcomed two new
coaches into the Ohio Vallgy Conference
yesterday with this statement: "I hope you
have as much success in your first year as I
did."
That might appear to be a warm welcome
until one glances at last year's standings;
Murray finished last with a 4-22 and 2-10
OVC mark.
But the Racers were picked third in a poll
by the league coaches as each had the op-
portunity to either moan or crow about his
basketball team before the media yesterday
at OVC press day. •
Western Kentucky coach Gene Keady,
whose Hilltoppers were picked to finish
first, did some crowing, but with a qualifier.
"If the people we have play up to their
potential, we can win this league and
possibly make the top 20 nationally."
Keady lost to graduation Greg Jackson,
the club's leading scorer (18.2 points) and
rebounder (8.8). But he hopes returnees in
Trey Trumbo (95 assists) and center Ricky
Wray (10 points ) and an impressive crop of
transfers and freshman make the dif—
ference.
Bill Bryant, a 6-5 transplant from
Maryland, and Alex Moseley, a 6-10 center
who played at Alpena Community College
(Mich.) last year, should bolster the &mit
line, Keady says.
Freshmen in the form of Percy. White (.6-6,
245) and Tony Wilson (6-6, 200) add promise,
but Keady says an injury to White will slow
his progress for at least half the season. .
Eastern Kentucky, -despite its returning
three starters from last year's OVC cham-
pionship team, was voted for second.
Among those three, James "Turk" Tillman
is the most impressive. He averaged 26.9
points last season and is the leading return,-
ing scorer in the nation.
Bruce Jones and Dale Jenkins, both
juniors, also return, but coach Ed Byhre
says his Colonels must improve their re-
bounding if Eastern is to challenge for
another league crown.
"We've finished 8-16, 15-11, 21-8 the last
three years," Byhre says. "I feel like winn-
ing promotes more winning. But we'll have
to work hard."
The top addition to the Colonels is 6-2
guard Tommy Baker, who transferred from
Indiana University.
"Our goal is to finish as one of the top four
teams and make the tournament," says
Greene, whose Racers were picked to place
third. "To ask anything more wouldn't be
very realistic."
Kenney Hammonds, the only freshman to
make the all-OVC team last year, is back,
and Greene looks for an impressive list of
newcomers to provide immediate help,
among them:
Gary Hooker, a 6-5 senior transfer from
Mississippi State;
• Glen Green, a 6-6 freshman from
Henderson, Ky.;
Mont Sleets, a 5-10 freshman from
Eminence, Ky.;
and .Ierry Smith, a 6-4 junior from
Rockville Centre, N.Y.
"We did a lot of good things last year that
possibly weren't visible to a lot of people,"
Greene said. "We hope to continue that im-
provement."
Morehead coach Wayne Martin's biggest
concern is trying to replace Herbie
Stamper, the Eagles' all-time leading
scorer. •
- He jokingly referred to the top three
Morehead plays last year as being "Herbie-
1, Herbie-2 and Herbie-3." Morehead does,
though, return its other four starters. Three
— Norris Beckley, Glenn Napioer and Greg
See OVC, page 8
Murray Ledger & TimesSports
lEKU pboto
Eastern Kentucky forward James "Turk" Tillman returns for the upcoming season, but his





Lads., & Times sports Editor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The biggest question yesterday
circulating during the women's portion of the Ohio Valley
Conference basketball press day went something- like
this:
Just how good IS Tennessee Tech?
It's difficult to expect the Golden Eagles to be much bet-
ter than their 10-0 mark last season in OVC play, but coach
Marynell Meadors, whose career record at Tech is 224-63,
radiates enthusiasm.
"We had one of our best recruting years ever, and we've
got some good people coming back," Meadors said. That
explains Tech's No. 1 position in a poll of the league
coaches.
The top returnee is 5-9 senior Pam Chambers, who
averaged 19.9 points last season.
Morehead coach Mickey Wells expressed, his
displeasure at the Eagles not being selected for
postseason play outside the conference last season despite
their 28-4 record. ,
"We're looking to upgrade our out-of-conference
schedule. Maybe that's where the problem is," he said. In-
juries hampered Donna Murphy, the OVC play-of-the-
year in 1977-78, last season. But Wells says she is at full
strength now.
Western Kentucky was just 5-7 in OVC games last
season but won the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate
Conference Tournament. "An improvement on our record
is our main goal," coach Eileen Canty said.
Middle Tennessee coach Larry Inman expects to start
four freshmen and one sophomore, the major reasons he
doesn't expect his team to challenge for the OVC title.
"Inexperience will be our biggest enemy," he said.
"But I expect us to be a much better team as the seasons
progresses."
Jean Smith, Murray State's coach, says her team's
minimum goal is to improve at least one notch on its fifth-
place OVC finish last season.
Smith, entering her third season as Racer coach, ex-
pects immediate help from Janice McCracken, a transfer
from Vincennes, Ind. Laura Lynn, a 5-6 junior, is the top
returnee from last season, when she led the tearri in scor-
ing with a 16-point average.
Eastern Kentucky and Austin seek to improve upon -
their respective 5-24 and 5-18 records, the league's worst
last season.
Giants' Simms Has Superstardom Written On Him
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
If you aren't. hooked
already, you're going to like
this new kid who is quar-
terbacking the New York.
Giants' football team.
He has superstardorn
written all over him.
It doesn't happen often but
oecasioniilly in this calloused,
cynical world of professional
sports, a star flashes across
the firmament and
automatically you say to
yourself:
"This guy's got it. He can't
miss."
.So it is with Phil Simms, an
obseure_young man Old of an
obscure little college in
Kentucky who, thrust onto the
firing line a third of the way
through the season, turned the
fangless and futile Giants into
snarling tigers.
Mark him well. He has
poise. He has talent. He has
looks. More than that, he has
those intangible qualities that
help round out those rarities
who ultimately become
legends.
His blond head hasn't shown
an inch of expansion from the
Sudden .attention and
adulation that has swept down
upon him in a very short time...
Not a trace of arrogance,
instead a quiet modesty and a
"Yes, sir," "No, sir"
politeness. He is considerate,
of teammates, fans and the
press.
This was never better
illustrated than at the annual
meeting of the Touchdown
Club in New York this week
when key members of the
Giants and Jets were guests at
one of the city's fashionable
eateries.
The prospect of seeing the
Giants' new jewel brought out
football buffs in droves, and
the kid was the center of the
show.
Scores queued up ,to get a
handshake and his autograph.
He was trapped for almost an
hour after the luncheon but he
never gave a hint of boredom
or impatience.
"Come on, Phil, we have a
meeting at 3 o'clock," urged






Home Medical Equipment Co offers o full line of
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-Just a minute until I finish
these autographs," he replied. •
He didn't disappoint a single
one...
A right-handed passer, he
signed autographs with his left
,hand. Someone mentioned
that this was unusual.
"I write with my left," he
explained, "throw and bat in
baseball right-handed, kick
leftfooted, play golf right-
handed.
Then later, despite the
urgency of another ap-
pointment, the rookie quar-
terback sat down to answer
questions of a few newsmen
who had been unable' to get
within yards of him earlier.
"How in the world did you'
wind up at Morehead State?"
someone asked him.
"They were the only ones
that offered me a scholar-
ship." he replied.
Simms demanded few
headlines. At Morehead, in the
little Ohio Valley Conference,
he endured four losing
seasons, figuring in a total of
10 victories while dropping 26
games. He wasn't even all-
conference.
How did the Giants decide to
pick him No.1 in the college
draft?
. "We had heard about him,"
said General Manager George
Young.
"Just before the Easter
holidays, Coach (Ray)
While Racers Have Weekend Off,
Eastern Should Lose To Jackson
By TONY WILSON
Ledger &Time Sports Editor
Murray State team
members trade in their pads
for radios Saturday, while the
biggest game in the Ohio
Valley Conference isn't even a
league contest.
OVC PICKS
The Racers, due to an open
date, must wait another week
for their attempt for a perfect
league record. But their hopes
for any action thereafter could
rest on the game in Richmond,
Ky.
That's where Eastern Ken-
tucky and Jackson State will
battle in a game involving two
top-10 Division I-AA teams.
Should Eastern win, it would
improve the chances of both
they and the. Racers making
the playoffs.
Jackson State is currently
ranked No. 2; Murray is No.4.
Eastern, No. 5. An Eastern
victory would almost certain-
ly tumble Jackson from the
top five and boost both Murray
and Eastern.
And since the choosing of
the four playoff teams has a
great deal to do with the rank-
ings, even a move of one notch
could make a good deal of dif-
ference.
This picker had a shiny 4-0
• slate last weekend, boosting
the season mark to 25-Son the
season, .833.
Jackson State 24, Eastern Ky.
17— Jackson back Perry Har-
rington, one of the nation's
most highly-rated runners,
should give the Colonels
enough problems to end their
hopes of a post-season bid.
Austin Peay 28, Tenn. Tech
20— Both Peay and Tech have
improved each week, but the
latter hasn't improved enough
to beat the Governors.
Austin Peay scared Murray
last week by jumping ahead
10-0. It should stay ahead
against Tech.
Morehead 12, James
Madison 0 — Morehead, 5-2-1,
has enough defense to over-
come its shaky offense and a 3-
6 James Madison team.
Northern Iowa 17, Western
Kush Attorneys Reject Nov.
30 Hearing With President
By the Associated Press
TEMPE, Ariz. — Saying "it
simply is too late...short of
litigation" to resolve the
controversy over Frank
Kush's removal as Arizona
State football coach, Kush's
attorneys have rejected a
Nov. 30 hearing to discuss the
ouster.
In addition, the state Board
' 'of Regents declined Thursday
to intervene, in the Kush
controversy, saying it believes
the university administration
is capable of settling the
matter.
The hearing was SG-Wit/N.4
last ...F,ciday by Dr. John
3chawda, ASU president. Sch-
wadi said it was doubtful
Kush had a legal right to a
hearing but saki he was
scheduling one with the
thought in mind thaf Kush has
served with the university for
25 years.
But Kush's lawyers
delivered a letter Thursday to
Schwada, stating that "there
can be no practical effect or
benefit to a hearing conducted
by, before and for the benefit
of persons who have already
conducted a defamniatory
media campaign in an effort
to justify their prior actions."
They also noted that by the
time a final decision was
made, the football season
would be over for all practical
ASU closes out its Season
Dec: 1 at the UniversitV of
Hawaii.
"On behalf of our client,
Frank Kush, please be ad-
vised that we cannot and do
not accept your directive of
Nov. 2, 1979, as a 'fair,
equitable and just manner' to
bring this controversy to a
conclusion," the attorneys
said in the letter.
The attorneys characterized
the scheduling of the hearing
three weeks after Kush's
suspension as an attempt "to
provide a cloak of legitimacy
to an illegal and irresponsible
.act."
However, the lawyers said
they would be willing to meet
to discuss the—issee.
Schwai;10..3-A1011431,4P-a": —
for fits replt '
Kush was susknded Oct. 33
by ASU Athletic Director Fred
Miller.
Ky. 12 — Western allowed a -
poor Middle Tennessee team
to come within five points of
beating it last week. Northern
Iowa, 6-4, is much better.
East Tenn, 38, Middle Tenn.
7— East Tennessee defeated
Eastern Kentucky. Eastern
Kentucky defeated Middle 52-
10. Enough said.
Temple 35, Akron 7— Tem-
ple has averaged 35 points an
outing in running to a 7-1
record and boasts quarter-
back Brian Broome% the na-
tion's leading passer with
1,500 yards and 16
touchdowns.





Chuck Fusina_( Penn State).
"Ray, who was a receiver
himself, ran some patterns
with Phil. We looked at movies
of some of Phil's games. We
were both convinced. Simms
was our man. What impressed
Us most,, besides his
remakrable poise, was his
accuracy and acuity."
George uses Ivy League
words. The dictionary
describes "acuity" as
"sharpness, keenness of sense
perception." A less erudite
man might say Simms has the
eyes of a bombardier. He
sights targets quickly.
The Giants were 0-5 when
the Louisville, Ky., darkhorse,
whose selection by the Giants
drew fans boos, got his chance
to start against Tampa Bay.
The Giants broke the Buc&
winning streak, went on to win
four in a row and last weekend
had the NFC champion Dallas
Cowboys on the ropes before
letting them escape with a
last-gasp field goal.
Giants fans are ecstatic.
At first glance, Simms is:
deceptive. He has a cherubic
face crowed with a Prin0
Vitliant hairdo. Hardly.
awesome. But he is a sturdy exe,;
foot-3 and 216 pounds With:
ste01 trap mind, a -slingsh4
arm and the nerve of 4.
burglar.
They are calling him at'-,
second Terry Bradshaw.
"That's just because we ar0;
both blond," says the:
levelheaded rookie. "In;
technique, I feel I'm more like;
Roger Staubach."
Some day he could be both,
and better.
Authentic





Out of the starting Gate...
Here Comes the Racers!
Murray State opens on exciting new basketball season Nov. 28 as the Racers host the
Australian Olympic team at Racer Arena with tip-oft scheduled for 8 p.m. The game is sponsored
by the Murray Jaycees and not port of tile.seoson ticket package.
Season ticket holders can reserve their seats for this exhibition game by contorting the MSU
basketball office (762-6804) and picking their tickets up by Nov. 11.
All tickets not purchased by season ticket holders will go on sale Nov. 11 at the MSU basket-Lo.baikiffice in Stewart Stadium, Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, and the main branch of the Sank,
f Murray and Peoples Rank. „
Tickets are priced at $4 (reserved) and $2 (general admission).
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OVC Coaches Choose Western
Kentucky As The League's Best
Continued from page 7
Coldirion — are sophomores.
The only starter who isn't a
sophomore, senior Charlie Clay, joined
Hammonds, Jones and Trwnbo on the
_preseason all-conference team. "We
like to think we'll be much more sound
and deeper off the bench," said Martin.
Middle Tennessee's Stan Simpson,
.one of the rookie coaches, bemoaned
:,$he fact that only two of last year's top
:psis players return. "We've got a 6-11
guy," Simpson says. "He's put on 20
pounas and he's up to a- size 'small'
now.




'1v.tt? . . h -
Simpson. The two returnees he will
most likely count on are 6-6 sophomore
Chris Harris and 6-4 senior Leroy Col-
eman.
Tennessee Tech coach. Clitf Malpass
said he likes this time of the season:
"no one has lost a game awl
everybody's happy." The Eagles lost
two starters to graduation but return 6-
5 Pete AbuLs, 6-2 Paul Chadwell and 6-4
Marc Burnett. Burnett was redshirted
last season.
Tech was just 11-15 overall but won
seven of 12 OVC games.
Austin Peay's Ron Bargatze, who
joins Simpson in the first-year ranks,
says his predecessor, Ed Thompson,
"should have .been been coach of the
year last season after winning eight
games with this bunch."
More bad news: "Our people coming
back had a scrimmage with the walk-
ons. The walk-ons won 92-76."
Rutledge To Assume LA Duties,
But Chicago Picked To Triumph
' 11)HAI. BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Which is more important to
Pro passing game — the
luarterback or the wide
-,!eceivers'' Los Angeles and
Picat.:0 find out Sunday when
:the Rams use their No.3
passer ae:.ainst the Bears
who are down to second-string
Wide receivers because of
injuries.
NFL PICKS
Rookie Jeff Rutledge is the
nian on the spot for Los
•Angeles, replacing regular
=Pat Haden, who's out for the
'season with a broken pinky,
and backup Vince Ferragarno,
Still recuperating from a
-broken hand. The Bears will
.lise Brian Baschnagel and
:Steve Schubert at wide
..;;receiv_er.repla_cing Golden
:Itichards, out with a bad knee,
:end James Scott, who suffered
a broken leg last week.
. The hunch here is that-the
Bears will prevail, mostly •
because of Walter Payton,
whi.,!'s not hurt.
Lost week's 9-5 ran the




healthy legs make the dif-
ference in this one.
MIAMI 24. BALTIMORE
17: This score could reverse if
Bert Jones goes the distance
for the Colts.
NEW YORK GIANTS 21,
ATLANTA 10: Phil Simms
and Co. bounce back from the
Dallas disappointment.
NEW YORK JETS 31.
BUFFALO 14: These Jets
travel on the ground, not in the
air.
GREEN BANT 16. MIN-
NESOTA 10: The Ice Bowl
trophy goes' to the Packers
this year.
DENVER 23, NEW
ENGLAND 20: Go for the
tionie team in this interesting
tratchup.
PITTSBURGH 28; KANSAS
CITY 7: Start the Super Bowl.
The Steelers are ready.
HOUSTON 19, OAKLAND
14: The Raiders' secondary




Redskins are beginning to
play the way folks thought
they would at the season's
start.
CINCINNATI 24, SAN
DIEGO 21: Upset Special. A
down week on the road for the
. 1.irger roller coaster.
NEW ORLEANS 20, SAN
FRANCISCO 10: Title-hopeful
Saints can't let up against the
down-and-out 49ers.
CLEVELAND 24. SEAT-
TLE 3: Expect the Seahawks
to mi pros 1' on last week's
minus-7 ards offense. Plus 7,
maybe
TAMPA BAY 23. DETROIT
7: Lions' treadmill to oblivion
won't disturb the first-place
Bucs.
DALLAS 31, PHILADEL-
PHIA 17 iMonday Night):
Cowboj offense due to break
out.
Connors, Waits Advance
By the Associated Press
HONG KONG — Jimmy
Connors beat John Newcombe
6-0, 6-2 and Butch Waits
downed Ken Rosewall 6-2, 5-7,
64-in the $75,000 Hong Kong
Playoffs
Tennis Classic.
In other matches. Tim
Wilkison beat Steve Denton 7-
6, 7-6 and Pat Dupre downed
Chris Delaney 6-1, 6-I.
Iroquois, Butler Among Unbeatens After State Title
By the Associated Press
:.: Two top-ranked and. un-
.beaten teams will be facing
:unbeaten and highly rated
--opponents tonight in games
highlighting the second
weekend of Kentucky high
'school football playoff action.
In Jefferson County, two of
-the division's three unbeatens
:will square off in an attempt to
;earn a berth in next week's
7-Jefferson County AAAA
,Second-ranked
ftouisville Iroquois and third-
-ranked Louisville Butler, both
41-0. collide in the first game
.44 a doubleheader at
:1.ouisville's Fairgrounds
.Stadium. In the second game.
Jop-ranked I,ouisville Trinity,
Aulso 11-0. meets fifth-ranked
!Louisville Ballard. 8-3.
In another major con-
itontat ion, this in State AAAA.
;lop-ranked Owensboro, 11-0,
laces its sternest test of the
year when the Red Devils
t erta in second-ranked
.:Franklin County. winners in
31112 starts this season.
In the other State AAAA
game, unranked Lexington
Henry Clay. 74, entertains
Boyd County, at 54 the only
playoff team with a losing
record. The winners of this
week's State AAAA games
will tangle next week for the
championship of that division.
In turn, that winner will play
the Jefferson County cham-
pion fin the:slate Class AAAA
title on Nov. 23.
Two other top-ranked teams
will attempt to keep cham-
pionship hopes alive on
Friday. In one of the Class
AAA games, No. 1 Belfry puts
a 10-0 record on the line
against homestanding Leslie
County, 8-2, while in Class A.
No. 1 Paintsville, 9-1, visits
unbeaten and second-ranked
Harlan. 12-0.
In the other Class AAA
games, No. 3 Franklin-
Simpson,' which least week
earned a playoff berth with a
win over second-ranked and
previously • unbeaten Barren
County, is at Union County, 7-
*CORRECTION*
The Owen's Food Market ad published in
Nov. 8, 1979 edition of The Murray Ledger &
Times, should have appeared as follows:
Owens Famous




County, 10-1, visits unranked
Fort Thomas Highlands. 84.
and Montgomery ,County, 8-3,
is at Meade County, 74, in a
battle of unranked clubs.
Fort Campbell. 8-2 and
ranked fifth in Class AA, at-
tempts to add to last week's
upset of two-time defending
champion Mayfield against
invading Glasgow, 8-3 but
unranked. In other AA games,
second-rated Corbin, 10-0 and
the logical pick to replace
Mayfield, visits unranked
Russell County. 8-4, No. 3
Pikeville, 10-1'...rs-iirt unranked
Hazard,- 6-5, and unranked
Fleming County. 11-1, i at
Washington Counts', 9-2 and
also unranked.
In ('lass A, No.. 2 Richmond
. Madison, 8-2. entertains
unranked Owen Counts. 6-4.,
No. 4 Bellevue, 9-2, hosts
-- unranked Raeeland, also 9-2.
and Campbellsville, 9-1. is at




By the Associated Press
PONTIAC, Mich. There
were no tears at the news
conference. but Dick Vitale
made it clear how he felt about
being fired as coach of the
Detroit Pistons.
"I did a helluva lot of crying
this morning and I feel like
crying now ... but my wife
made me promise not to cry.
here." Vitale said at Thur-
sday's press conference an-
nouncing the end of his 94-
game tenure as Pistons coach.
-I don't want all those guys
getting OD TV and saying. 'He
cried two years ago when he
quit coaching at the
University of Detroit and now
he's doing: it again."'
Vitale and Oscar Feldman,
the- tem) -rourtnet. -told
reporters that Vitale and
Pistons. officials had
"mutually agreed to relieve
Dick of his duties."
"1 don't think the maximum
%#as being gotten out of our
It's Time To Think Taxes
Effective tax planning is a year round job, hoWever, as the new
year approaches and the current year's financial results become
more evident, it's time to consider "year-end" tax strategies that
might help minimize your tax liability.
Consult your financial advisor to determine what tax planning
ideas are available to you. . .
- MICHAEL H. KELLER
Certified Public Accountant
P 0. BOX 453 201S 6th Street
Murray. Ky 42071 753-89 T8
players," Feldman said.
'think Dick was his own worst
enemy." Feldman and Hill
Davidson are the primary
owners of the Pistons.
Feldman named assistant
coach Richie Adubato as In-
terim coach. Detr
newspapers and tailiO Stab, .
speculated that candidates for
the coaching job included ex-
Piston Dave Bing,' former
New York Knicks coach Willis
Heed, former Marquette
University coach Al McGuire
and former Boston Ceitic
coach Tommy Hemsohn The
club did . not comment
possible candidates.
Vitale's dismissal cant, ,,!!(.
day after the Pistons dropped
their -fifth Straight 7!";- .
107 to Atlanta. They are
place in the NBA (
Division with a 44 mark
Feldman said club f
would be discussing a LI .-
for Vitale m two to four 1..e.
and "he mtly be re-assignevi
"There's no reason t.
sorry for Dick Vitale."
Vitale, who was on the Sc,. rid
year of a five-year contra, t
"It was very obvious to tb.,.
P1S11ms ii ma na genient I h;,.
was not performing iit dui ,
to the point of Armen t
kind of productivit
required."
Vitale, 40, came r ,
Pistons- before the 1•,., ,
season after a succesNiul
year tenute as basketball
coach at the Universit -f
,
He said the Pist:,
itialiagentent had tre.atert 141, ,
fairly and thanked the. clubhr
giving him the opportunit\
(4nach in the NBA. '










7 3 0 700 601
6 4 0 IWO 171
5 5 0 .100601
4 $ 0 .4116 WI







Pastsurgh $ 2 0 Mg $61 157
Ckveland 7 3 11 7N 23S 604
Houston 7 3 0 .7111 212 212
Cincinnati 2 $ 8 Mg 211 2411
we,'
Denver 7 3 0 700 147 149
San Diego 7 3 0 700 344 173
Oakland 6 1 0 MO 228 194
Kansas thy 4 6 0 400 157 152
Seattle 4 6 0 400 203 2S1
Maim& Caaleresee
Fast
Dallas II 1 0 100 219 160
Philadelptua 6 4 0 600 itit 187
Washington 6 4 0 600 178 163
N Y Giants 4 6 0 400 162 193
St Lotus 3 7 0 300 190 336
Central
Tampa Bay - 7 3 0 700 104 160
Chicago 5 5 0 500 185 173
Mame sota 4 6 0 400 161 232
Green Bay '3 7 0 300 152 203
Detroit 1 9 0 100 148 245
West
Ina Angeles 5 5 0 500 179 105
New Orleans 5 5 0 500 214 205
Atlanta 4 6 0 400 205 226
San Francisco 1 9 0 100 1116 770
Saday's Games
Baltimore at Miami
Buffalo at New York Jets
Pittsburgh at Kansas City
Oakland at Houston
SILows at Washington
San Diego at ClncuinaU
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Seattle at Cleveland
Loa Angeles at Chicago
Minnesota vs Green Bay at Milwaukee
San Francisco at New Orleans
Atlanta at New York Giants
-Nell, England' at Denver
May's Games
Philadelphia at Dallas. ni
Tennis
$75.101 Hoag Kong Classic
Jimmy Connors d. John Newcombe 4-
0, 6-2, Butch Waits d , Ken Hasewall 6-2,
5-7, 6-4, Tun Wilkison d Steve Denton 7-




Nick Savutno d. Stan Smith 6-7.6-4, 7.
6; Harold Solomon d. Rich Meyer 6-4, 6-
4; Gene Mayer d. Sherwood Stewart 6-4,
6-3; Peter Fleming d. John Lloyd 6-4, 6-
3; Mark Ca d. Tom Gorman 6-4, 7-6;
Ray More d. George Hardie 74, 6-4.
Tomas grrud d. Bruce Manson 6-4, 6-4.
Jan Norback d. Marty /Lessen 6-2,6-0.
SWIM Grand Prtzlourney
%Stuttgart, West Gainsay
hlartma Navratoo.ai d. Tanya Hart-
ford 6-0, 7-6; Chris Evert Lloyd d. Anne
Smith 6-1, 64; Tracy Austin d. Hans
Mandlikova 6-4, 5-7, 4.4; Kerry Reid d. n-
ulna Klass lel, 6-1; Wendy Turnbull d.
Bettina Bunge 6-3, 6-4; Mama Jausovec
d. Stacy Margolin 6-1.6-3, Regina Mar-




/3) the Associated Press
ATHENS, Greece — The
U.S. team of John Mahaffey
and. Hale Erwin set the pace in
the opening round of the 27th
World Cup Golf and Inter-
national Trophy Cham-
pionship and could take a
secure lead if they repeat their
brand of play today in the
second round. -
Mahaffey, who won the Bob
Hope earlier this year, shot a
5-under-par 67 over the par-72
Glyfada Course in his opening
round.
"I've got a hot horse on my
- hands," said teammate Irwin,
who turned in a disappointing
performance Thursday. •'I
hope he keeps it up."
The 31-year-old Mahaffey
was clearly the master of the
course, redesigned by veteran
golf course architect Robert




ly BR. SATAN TNACKER
Few people associate tht
runny noses and watery
eyes of hay fever victims
with spinal misalignment,
yet there is often a close
relationship. When spinal
segments become
misaligned and the nerves
that go to the nose, sinuses,
throat and lungs are pinch-




diminishes the ability of
the respiratory system to
resist irritation. When the
air is full of pollen, hay
fever is the result.
Chiropractice has no
universal cure but, in many
.eases, a chirdpractice ad
justment can correct the
spinal misalignment that
hew-resulted in hay 
fever.
phone for an appointment.





W L Fel GB
Philadelphia 11 2 so - '
Boston 9 1 AM
New York 7 6 .5111
Washington 3 6 .333
New Jersey 4 II .36
Central Mehl=
Atlanta HI 5 1117
San Antonio 7 6 .111
Cleveland 6 I .4311
Indiana 6 9 MI
Houston 4 7 .361
Darr 4 $ 333
Weshrra Cariereace
Midwest Division
Milwaukee 11 3 706
Kansas City 5 9 337
Denver 5 9 357
Chicago 3 11 214
Utah 2 11 154
Pacific Divislas









San Diego 6 9 466
Thursday's Genes
Milwaukee 3, Portland 119
Denver 911, Utah a
malty. Games
Kansas City at Baron
Philadelphia at Detroit
San Antonio at Washington
San Diego at Chicago
Indiana at Golden State
Denver at Los Angeles
Saturday's Games
Washington at Atlanta
San Antonio at New York
Boston at Philadelphia
Portland at Chicago
San Diego at Milwaukee
Detroit at Houston
Seattle at Utah















Lou Butler ,114) vs Lou IrOr7/0111 1111/1
Lou Ballard 1114i vs Lou Trinity ‘1141
Iltste AAAA
Franklin Co 1241 at Owensboro )1141
Boyd Co ‘64, at La Henry Clay 7-41
Class AAA
Franklin-Simpson 10-1 at Unites Co 40-
Montgomery Co (11-31 at Meade Co (74)
Lincoln Co 111.11 at Ft Thom Highlands
44,
Bedry 11140 at Labe Co '6-6-
Clam AA
Glaagow 44) at Ft Campbell 1114)
Fleming Co .11.1, vs Washington Co 4/-
2
Corbui 1041 at Rinsed Co )141
Pikeville 104 at Hazard 4.6)
Class A
Campbellsville (11-1 I it Ruaaetivllie 6-61
Owen Co 164i st Rich Madison • 11-2
liaceLsnd (141 at Bellevue (9-2,




W L TPie GF GA
Philadelphia Is 1 1 31 56 30
Minas 6 4 3 15 51 37
NY Wanders 5 4 3 13 43 37
NY Rangers S S 1 13 57 52
Waalangtan 4 $ 10 44 59
Smythe Mehl%
Vancouver 4 4 5 13 44
St lain 4 6 3 II 35
Winnipeg 4 7 3 11 29
Chicago 3 6 4 10 21
Edmonton 614 048
Colorado 2 8 2 11 32
Wales abreact
Alms Division
Boston 7 2 3 17 42 31
Buffalo 7 4 3 17 45 35
fahrineaota 7 3 3 111 55 40
Toronto 5 7 1 11 44 47
Quebec 4 6 2 10 36 39
Norris Calereart
Montreal 8 3 3 19 54 41
Ion Angeles 7 6 2 16 65 67
Hartford 4 4 4 12 36 35
Pittsburgh 4 4 3 11 41 41









MBoston 4. EdrimrsonidetLi G2 ames
Chicago 3, Buffalo 3, tie
Friday's Games
Chicago vs Hartford at Spnntelekl
Mass
New York Islanders at Atlanta
Minnesota at Colorado
Saturday's Games
Quebec at New York Hangers
Vancouver at Detroit
Buffalo at Washington
Philadelphia at New York Islanders
St Lows at Montreal
Boston at Pittsburgh







Pittsburgh at New York Rangers
Hartford at Chicago





Ky Finance A 12
Peoples Bank • 36 16
Thurman Furiuture 31 16
Tower Spats Ctr 22 III
Murray his • 21 19
Women of the Mocsse 311 311
Dennison Iiimt IS xi
Paradiae Kennels 17 213
Wawa Chian-Up Rap 13 13
Firetall 5 13 27
HIGH TEAM GAME I SC )
Tower Sports CU III
Peoples Bank 7114
Thurman Furniture 777
HIGH TEAM GAME ( HC I
Tower Sports(. .. 1083
Thurman Furniture • 1006
Peopiea Bank 9111
HIGH 'TEAM SERIES (SC)
Peoples Bank 2316
Thurman s FurniUre 21%
Tower Sports CV 31M5
HIGH TEAM SERIES I HC I
Thurman Furniture  3192
Tower Sports Ctr 377
Wilson Clean-Up Skop NM
HIGH DV GAME I St' ,
Marilyn mama 
Wands Kamp  191
Dottie Beale 191
HIGH IND. GAME I HC)
Wanda Kamp 348
Marilyn Malmo  246
Patty Harris 241
HIGH IND. SERIES 1SC I
Marilyn Outman 506
Dec% Beale  503
Dein Wellston 481
Jane Parts 461
















































































Only 2 Demo's Left!!
1979 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe
1979 Oldsmobile Regency 4 Door
Save Up To $2 nor°w ww
Brand New 1979 Models
Going At Unbelievable Savings
1 Ekkrodo Diesel
2 OWs 911 Regency 4 Door's I
1 Pontiac Cat. Safari Station Wotan
1 Pontiac Sonnivik 4 Door
1 Pontiac Catalina 4 Door
1 Olds Dolts U Royal 4 Door
Value kited Used Cats
79 Olds Cetiass 2 Door %prune 13,000 sties
78 Pontiac Firebird 2 Door 20,000 inks
77 Cadillac Coupe Do Ville loaded, one owner 22,000 miles
76 Pontiac Trans Am 40,000 miles
76 Olds Cutlass Supreme 4 Door 52,000 miles
75 Ford LTD Comm 47,000 miles
73 Porrtiec Gran Prix 55,000 miles
68 Pontiac Firebird Comertible Classic
79 Cadillac Seville 12,000 miles
77 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe 20,000 miss
76 Choy Caprice Classic 32,000 inks






74 Buick Ehictra 4 Door Silver
74 Chevy Caprice Classic 4 Door, Gray
74 Ches. Caprice Classic 4 Door, Green
74 Choy. Nova 4 Door, Gold
74 Olds Cutlass Cruiser, Red
73 Olds Custom Cruiser, White
73 CU,. Impala, 4 Door, Blue
71 Pontiac Grim Prix, Green
69 Cadillac Sedan De ViBe
66 Ford 4 Door
We have sacrificed several hundred dollars to get some of
these cars under $1000.00.
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L.E.D. METER SYSTEM!













POWER METERS, TWO TAPE SWITCHING!
PADUCAH'S















PUSH BUTTON PRE-SET TUNING
LOUDNESS CONTROL









WILL-HANDLE 100 WATTS! 
LIST: 70000 PAIR!






FM stereo indicator light. Pushbutton 8 track
progrom selection and tope channel indicator
lights. Full size BSR automatic record changer.
Full dust cover, stereo handphorie jack.
r•ri• -2_ 1 -:
TECHNICS RS-288 
TWO YEAR W
FRONT LOAD STEREO DOLBY
FLOURESCENT BAR METER SYSTEM
MIC/LINE MIXING LIST: 550.00
































1 phone eiee,no. 1- Pe an,e,,no ,errn.notsDe 959 canner., tenn 17' sperro,
8-TRACK 8, CASSETTE WITH 3•TAPES
IN ONE UNIT! 
STAND/ MIC,
HEADPHONES!
lutommomiz 20 WATTS P0741414ft
POWER METERS
TUNING METERS
. • •-• - • • •
REMEMBER!
WE GUARANTEE LOWEST
































The Sonsui R-30 receiver with LED
signal and tuning meters and. a
clean 25 watts per channel*
power, and continuing with
Pioneer's 8-inch 2-way SP-80
speakers Add o I3SR 2260 record








4 OR 8 OHM SPEAKER HOOK UP!
.01





















4 NOUR BATTERY PACK
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tot Subjects
Walnut frames
DRAMA — Applying make-up was an activity in
*.'Drama," one segment of Mini-University held by Project
Independence, the gifted-talented program in the Murray
City schools, for students in grades three through six.
Other Offerings included creative writing with Joe Porter;
math with Dr. Arvin Crafton and Dr. Grady Cantrell; art
with Mrs. Larry Doyle; and French with Mrs. William
Smith. Mrs. Richard Butwell led the drama group. IX photo
Mrs. Butw ell applies make-up to Brett Christenson in
preparation for a play.
..‘ -6-0-6-  r
, ••• 1,.._j , --. 
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'Fiddler On The Roof' A Success




that's what held the poor
Jewish peasants in place and
together. Jewish tradition and
Russian folk tradition
provided a framework for
community life. But "Fiddler
on the Roof" is set in 1905.
Even though the poor people
of Anatevka were going about
their work unaware, change




County Community . Theater
opened their production of
"Fiddler" last night, to a
small audience. The play is
being performed in the
uniformly gray and drafty
environs of Carmen Pavilion,
on College Farm Road.
The success of any
production of' Fiddler" pivots
on the success of 'a single role,
Tevye, the dairyman and
father of five daughters. In
this production. Tevye is
played by Nathan Middleton.
Tevye has it in mind that his
daughters will each come of
age and be matched to a
husband by the matchmaker
and local gossip. Yente,
played by Judy Nantau.
Because of the importance
of the Tevye .part, I was
shocked by the youth of
Nathan Middleton. I was
thinking, it would never work.
But even though he had
minimum help from the
makeup department miith his
boyish ,head of brown hair.
Middleton lets you forget his
youth. He is engaging and
sometimes very funny — his
timing is truly precise, and he
has among the best singing
voices in the show. If he hasn't
yet learned to dance the dance
of a poor man trying to shake




























P. N. HIRSCH & CO. WeAsi










- 'Chestnut Street-4-- --
•
753-2547
off ptnerty and the devil, his
humor, feeling for the
character, sense of fun, and
consistently large stage
presence help him in a very
happy performing triumph.
His wife, Golde, played by
Theresa Burke, is a super-
stitious, "traditional" woman.
Mrs. Burke's charac-
terization, her sense of un-
derstatement and wonderful
way of possessing the stage.
keep her from reducing this
role to the stereotypical
Jewish mother. And she can
dance. When Tevye finally
confronts hey with the
question -Do you love me?"
this production has one of its
finest nioments.
Bonnie Lancaster, as
Terye's daughter Hodel, and




Two young Irishmen will be
on the Murray State
University campus Saturday,
Nov. 10, to debate two
members of the Murray State
debate team on the topic,
"The Usefulness of
Christianity- in Solving the
Problems of the 20th Cen-
tury."
Collor Gearty of University
College. Dublin. and Nicholas
• Russell of the University ot.
Durham and Oxford,
presently are touring the
United States. They will




will be Russ Walker, a senior
physics major from Ashland.
and Keith Brown, a junior
from Mt. Washington and
majoring in economics.
The debate, scheduled for 10
a.m. in the 6th Floor studios of
Channel 11, MSU-TV, in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
will be tape recorded for later
broadcast over the campu,
television station.
Gearty, with a colleague.
Donal O'Donnel, • won the
"Observer Mace" competition
and the -"Irish Times" corn-
petition in 1978 and 1979. He
and O'Donnel were un-
defeated as a team.
Russell, a 1979 graduate of
Oxford, holds degrees in
psychology and education. A
frequent competitor in debate.
he is the former president of
the Durham Union Society and
was a member of the Oxford
_ Union Society. . • •
The team's tour is .spon-
sored by the Speech Com-
munication- Association of
Washington, D.C., and its
Committee on International
Discussion and Debate.
Its appearance on the
Murray State campus is beini:
sponsored by the university's





Dr. Jean Lorrah of the
Murray State English
Department spoke at the
annual meeting of the South
Atlantic Modern Language
Association in Atlanta,
Georgia on Saturday, Nov. 3.
Her subject was "Female-
Female Collaboration in
Science Fiction." Dr. Lorrah
spoke from her own ex-
perience in collaborating with
Jacqueline Lichtenberg on
First Channel, a science
fiction novel which will be
published by Doubleday in
January, 1980.
She told how she and Ms
Lichtenberg met, and how
they became the first learn of
two women to write a science
fiction novel. ".There have
been male-female teams
before," says Dr. Lorrah.
"and male-male teams, but
we are the first two women to
collaborate in mainstream
science f i ct ion . "
The section of SAMLA in
which Dr. Lorrah spoke was
the Women's Caucus
Discussion Circle..This year's
topic was "The Artist;
Woman," and featured poets.
novelists, and a biographer,
all Women. At the meeting.
Dr. Lorrah was eleoted
Sicretary of the Disciission
Circle for the 1980 meeting.
.Cattle brucellosis, a hitk-.a- ttroottAitettommkIssti.:A....$•. r.
introduced into a "1.1eati': herd
when the 'owner buys a
-liatiger" - . queellosis•
infected animal.
Chava, have the best voices in
the show. They are perfectly
cast, as is Pat Shea in the role
of Tzeitel. Each comes to
Tevye in her own way with
tidings of a new tote, and each
exasperates her father a little
more with a blow to Tradition.
I'm not sure who to credit
with the Success of the music,
but the orchestra has wisely
kept the music simple and it
all works very well, right
down to the surrealistic
recurring image of that pesky
Fiddler, trailing Tevye in his.
own mind.
Even though the costumes
for the constable and his men
don't quite work us it the
pants? 1. the rest of the
costumes are right, as is the
bleak gray set. It was only
poor Anatevka, after all.
The play continues
November 9, 10 and November
15. 16, 17, beginning at 8:00
p.m. By now you should know
you can count on the Com-
munity Theater for a special
evening. One word of advice:
wear you flannels.
• 
Big Joe Is Back
Big Joe's Family Restaurant
Fri. & Sat. Special
All You Can Eat -Register
Seafood Special For Free
Shrimp, Oysters Fish Farmer Brawn
Country Nem
To Be given Away
Nov. 21st 1 p.m.'45°
Big Joe's Family Restaurant
121 Boy.
1.5 Shop Our Complete












Winchester .22 Shells. High
velocity long rifle. Reg. 1.19.
64-210





Buy Both: Save $11
YOUR CHOICE
17.09
Barbell/Dumbell Set. 110-lb (50 kilo)
weight set with bars and collars Reg
23 99 63-361-8
Weight Bench. Foam padded bench
with strong steel frame Reg 22 99
83363.5
Layaway At No Extra Cost!
.73
SIP Gas Treatment Cleans
carburetor and engine as you







Combination %" & 1/4" drive; 15 sockets. reducer.





Stands 11" tall Pull









Just SQUOPZ1' rWr s0,
'neve hPf mouth talk on het phone
brush het teeth and much -mote
Stands 14' tall t. has washable ha,,
complete with phone loothbruSh
spoon it stzaw Needs no batteries
OTASCO Irma_ Over
Authentic semi-trailer-truck Trailer has
adiustable landing war A dootS that open














THE Mt BRAY. LEDGER & TIMES
1
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIAT/ON
. 12tti & Main - Murray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
DAe :tokmcmh
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books













•Comptete Antenierric Trensinissioa Sorvice
209 S. 7th •Ceseelete Tom -up Id Renoir Service 753.1751

























Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
753-4832
,








641 North Hwy. 753-9002fl
Kenlake Marine
J. W. WILHAM-MGR. -
Siti Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
Ktntlickw fried
'It's Finger lickin' Good''




Call in Orden 753-7101
----- Murray Cablevision
(CZ: Phone 753-5005'PT ' ) Bel-Air Shopping Center














i ) .i u.()Pi.i.:ti/BANK
. .









D & W Auto Supply
-We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material
512 S. 12th 753-4563
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday''
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Ceoditliening-Mearing-Censaleeciel Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE .
802 Chestnut Phone 753-sill




Worship Serince 11.00 am.
Evening Worship d: p.m.
EASIAMIIIM. MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 pm.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10.45 am.
Evetung Worship 7 . 00 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 1100a.m.
Sunday Everung 600 p.m.
Wednesday Evenuig 700 poi.
NOWAK SPRING
Morning Worship 1100 am.
Evening Worship 700 lim-
NOIITIKIN
Morning Worship 1100am.
Evening Worship 700 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST






Sunday School 9:45 am.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.









Evening Worship 6 00 p.m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 709 pin.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 645 p.m
OURRY COINER
Mornuig Worship 1100am.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00am.
Evening Worship 645 pm.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1100am.






Evening Worship 5 30 p.m. & 6:00 pm.
MOW HOREB ntstwiu. sanest
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 11.00 am.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 200 p.m.
3rd Sunday 10:30 a.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST





Evening Services 600 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 am.
Evening Worship 630 pm.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 11:00am
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
OIESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morrung Worship 11:00 a.m.
UPSETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00am.
Preaching 1100 a.m.& 6.00p.m.












ST. (MIN BAPTIST 0111101
Morning Worship 10:45 am.
Sunday School 930 am
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Senn ce 6 :30 pm
Sunday School 10-00 am.
Worship Service 11:00am.









Wednesday Evening 7:00 pm.
Christian
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
MURRAY 011UST1All NLLOWSHIP
Worstup 10 • 30 a .m
Bible School 9 30 a.m.
Evening service 6:00 p.m.
Others
CNURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Eildg
Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
Evening Service 4:10 p.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
011,1101
Sunday Masse am.. 11 a.m., 4:30 p.m
Satin-day Mass 6 :30 p.m.
CNINSTIAN masa
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St„ Murray, 1(y.,




Bible Lecture 9:30 am.
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
:.Worship Hour 945 am 
1100 a.m.Churn School 
IMMANUEL Lynam
Sunday School io: IS am.
Church Service 11:30 a.m.
SEVENTH 0AT ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat. 10: Main




'Those people' is • term we use when we wish to refer to thaise who are
different in some way from ourselses. Is in • term of condescension-a polite
way of communicating disapprosal. It lets others know you want to be set apart
from another group.
Next time you use thi. term-stop and ask yourself if this is the right way
to behave! We are all God', children and we need each other. Rather than
drawing apart, we -hould draw closer to one another. 'Why not make -those










































Morning Service 10:50 a.m
Evening worship 6.00 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Evening Worship 600 p.m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship . 1045 am
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
NRENDSHIP
Sunday School 10:00 a .m








































NY PS. Worship 5:15 p.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.




Evening Worship 5:30 pm.
N Y P.S. Worship 5:00 p.m.






Sunday School 945 am
Worrhip service
OAR GROVE
Sunday School 10:00 am.





Church School 9:30 a.m.




Evening Worship 730 pm.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00am.
Worship Services 11:00a.m., 6:00 pm.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10:00 am.













Sun. Services 10-11 a.m. 7 p.m. The.














401 Olive - 753-5312
COMPLIMENTS
Pasohall Truck Lines









Sunday School 10:00 am.
Worship 11:00 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 9:30 am.
Sunday School 10:30 a in.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 1100am.









Worship Service 11 -00 am. 1st di 2nd
Sunday, 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
Schoo110: 00 am 1st & 2nd Simday, 11:00





Worship 21 .45& 1050am.







Church School 10:00 am
Worship Service 11:00 am.
Evening Services: Worship 6:30 pm.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10:00 am.
DEXTER-HARM UNITED
Sunday School 10:00am.
Worship 11:00 a.m., 6:00 pm.
MT. NEURON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st Sunday &
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
1100 a.m. 1st Sunday - 10:00 a.m. 2nd,
3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 am. 2rid Sunday;
11:00 am. 4th Sunday, Sunday School




















Morning Worship 11.00 am.
2nd & 4th Sunday Night 7:00p.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
Evening 6 00 p m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 1000am






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sean, Gen. Manager
Serving Graves, Colloway, thershall, C.awrisle Coenties in Ky. end Hoary Co.,










Rainy le eetr-Ovrown _
An
, T... lanes Mechanic
ONO PHILLIPS

















753-7781 700 N. 4th St. Murray
'.'1 
1‘ Captain D'sf 4.0 seafood



















102 N. 4th For Fine Printing" 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
• Holmes Ns, Mgr. E. W. Cholla& Soot.
Phan 753-1220
ikeetaiLiak ZVO,IA:
• ••,‘,,' of Murray
Sunday Buffets -fl to 2










Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Reatly Mil Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540.
Thy Shalt Not Steal
‘,/,;‘, FORD 1 Parker
Ford Inc.
ICom& ow, av- 701 Main 753-527:









Bob Dunn, R. Ph.





Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners








JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mousy - Serving Calleway, Greens,
/53.1323 end (wrists Carotins
PHILLIPS Hendon's Service Station'
'66 CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street Phone 753-1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Elec:rio
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802 205 N. 4th St.
sPattasSandwietras




"Setufrig Murray F.r- 75 Years
Pete and Anthor4 Rutledge
105 Pine St. 753- 452 or 753-6565
s




LIITIE WANT ADM BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. Legal Notice [-Legal Notice
Commis siower ' s Si.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Manon Key. ET AL Plaintiff, versus Charles
Vernon Futrell Defendant.
Notice Of 5.1.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the October 15
Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the
Division Of Property and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder.
at public auction on the 26th day of November 1979.
at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of
six months, the following described property, to-
wit:
Lot No. 16 out of the Linn Plat on the East Side of
South 8th Street and bounded as follows: Beginning
at a stake at the Northwest Corner of the Lonnie
Matthews lot on the East side of 340 north of the nor-
th edge of Sycamore Street, thence East with Mat-
thews line 250 feet to a 12 foot alley; thence North
with the West side of said alley 85 feet to a stake:
thence West 250 feet to a stake in the east edge of
South 8th Street, thence south with the East edge of
South 8th Street 85 feet to the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ms.
Frank L. Ryan
























































GOOP WELL. 175 Nr,CE
GRL.a, TO HAVE A
COOKIE COMPLIMENT
FOR A CHANGc. i.,
4 Leased
5 Frank
6 Be in debt
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Listed h•re is a ready
relerenc• that will quickly
h•lp you locat• th•




3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy












27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent








44. Lots For Sale
45. Forms For Sole
46. Homes For Sole
47. Motorcycles




52. Boots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted
.4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ,1
18 19 '20 2't
22 23





34 35 36 7 as 39
45 46 47 48
ON Ti415 PAR' 7r-E:
FIELO TRIP WE RE
SUPPOSE., TO OBSERVE
THE kLND OF WORK PEOPLE
DO if1/41 A CAR U)A5h
THAT'S MY BROTHER--
HE PRonnisED MY


































I HAVEN'T HAD ONE
SINCE i967! WANTA
TAKE IT BACK










C lit ..1054J 1 it
to Inc cteath ot our daughter
oho operated
mail
We .111 be hating a ClOse
sale poring the month
November Lai awayS
amiable Some )r the B.,:
noldets will be moving -
mert-Arl.se 13 Ins snob
JOYEES
ANTIQUES
4 rmies 5ck.,1, • •
Route 64
345-2366




come to see us at !he •









Jesus states in John 14 21
that hath my commandmenrc
and keepeth them he
Ioveth me and he tna:
me shall be loved of my Father
and I will love him, and vow
manifest myself to him Sab,
bath worship service Satui•
cay's 5 pm til 6 pm Bible
study 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 even
'rigs. Study by phone anytime
Free Store for the needy All
nnations appreciated Anyone
having need or wouid like Bible
iqtarmation or stuc, call Bfb!,?





On All Cash Sales $5.00
and over during the
month of November.
Juanita's Flower
917 Coldwater Rd. 753-
3880
IMIVEVEK DRAW Al 6UN -111-
































and members of AM-
vets Post 45. Between
12 and 6 p.m., Sunday.
November 11.
Dinner and refresh-
ments will be served.





Dr Carl A Bowers.
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center 3'7
miles East on Hwy 94,
Murray. Kentucky New
Office hours, Mon . Tues..





The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper
The teleplione numbers



























Arm Sao 7.5 NP, 3
phase
753-5561
5. lost and Found
Lost tie.hee- Kirksey and Pen-
ny _ ray German
Shepherd. goes by the name
Roue Rewa'd offered for her
finding 4K-.• 2328 
5:Lost anciTound
Brown purse with El Paso
exas address was lost Monday
November 5th on South 9th
Street Has personal papers,
address book, and drivers
iicenses Reward or keep the
r non ey Phone 753-1850
Lost Package between P & N
Hirsch and Kroger containing
ladies gown small man's in-
sulated west Call 436-5454
6. Help Wanted  
LJunter help needed, must be
able to work 5 am til 1 pm or
11 am til 5 pm Contact
McDonalds Restaurant at 107
N 12th Street
Cashier Clerk. apply at Uncle
Jeff's Clothing Department
EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY
earn up to $220 per week tak-
ing catalog orders by phone. No
selling (615) 779-3235. exten-
sion 908.
Full or part time business op-
portunity available New na-
tional company needs
distributors in this area who
want to establish their own
business Minimum invest-
ment For more information
write. Oil of Mink. P0 Box 91
Princeton KY 42445
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing. stuffing
enevelopes Free details Reply
Titan Box 944851N
Schaumberg, IL 60194
Need mature lady in Lynn
Grove area to babysit a couple
of hours each day Call 153-
3523 after 5 pm
Part time day help and part
time night help to close Must
be mature responsible person
Hickory Hut, 806 Chestnut St
Sales help wanted temporiry
sales clerk wanted for
Christmas. 12 noon til 8 pm. 4
days a week and Saturday App-
ly in person. Peir I Imports
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Wanted sitter in teacher s
home for two children 7.30 til
330, Monday through Friday
Call 153-2495
Wanted Registered or eligible
to be registered. female X-ray
Technologist Salary negotiable
with experience Notify Depart-
ment Head at Trigg County
Hospital Cadiz KY 522-3215
Ciitiation Wanted
Babysitting my home by the
hour or the day Experienced
Call 753-4037
Mother of 2 year old will do
babysitting in my home Call
753-8255
Will do babysitting in my home
on South 641 Highway Hazel.
KY 492-8888 after 4 pm 
Will do leaf raking Call Ike
Taylor or Troy Khal 767-2605
Yards or houses to clean, 2 col-






An your area Let us assist
you in starting your own
sporting goods business
Operation can be from




write or call Sport-About.
Inc 7691 Central Ave
NE, Fridley, MN 55432
(6'12) 784-5819
NOTICE: PUBLIC MEETING
The Community Development Agency will hold
an important neighborhood meeting on Tuesday,
November 20, 1979 at 5:30 p.m. at the Douglas Com-
munity.' Center on L. P. Miller Street/North 2nd
Street_
This meeting will discuss aspects of the
Rehabilitation Program and other Community
Development Program activities over the next 2
years in the Douglas area.
All interested groups, organizations and persons
are welcome to come and participate.
NOTICE
A VACANCY EXISTS IN THE CALLOWAY COUN-
TY HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR
CLASSIFICATION OF CLERK TYPIST HI.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
GRADUATION FROM HIGH SCHOOL IN-
CLUDING OR SUPPLEMENTED BY A COURSE
IN TYPING AND TWO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN CLERICAL WORK WHICH HAS BEEN IN THE
PERFORMANCE OF MODERATELY DIF-
FICULT CLERICAL AND TYPING DUTIES, OR
AN EQUIVALENT COMBINATION OF RELATED
TRAINING AND 'EXPERIENCE. STARTING
SALARY IS $2.95 per hour. PERSONS IN-
TERESTED IN. TAKING THIS EXAMINATION
MAY OBTAIN FURTHER DETAILS AND AP-
PLICATION BLANKS FROM THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT, 701 OLIVE
STREET, MURRAY, INT,!1,CKY.
APPIJCATIONS MUST BE REtifftgED TO
Int% T,AtIXYWXY VOtniTY-14Thirh1tt-fAT/tRIL
MENT OFFICE ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 14,
1979
AN FQUAI, OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
I-
10. Bus. Opportunity
U you have legible nandwriting
or can operate a typewriter, you
can earn a sizeable second in-
come Information send
stamped self-addressed
envelope to G H M 1654L
Calloway Avenue. Murray. KY
42071 
11. Instructions
Photography, 6 week course.
Tuesday or Wednesday evening.
starting November 13 and 14.
$25 Call /53-0759 
13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade 1964 GMC,
yellow van, no rust, good
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court, Stella. KY after 6 pm or
weekends. 
IC Want To Buy 
Wanted to buy standing
timber top prices paid 489-
2334
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753.0193 after 5
Pm
Want to buy 1970 through
1975 Datsun 2-door coupe or
pickup in good condition Call
436-2289 after 6 pm
Want to buy Junk cars Call
19. Farm Equipment
Skil saws, all with P. inch cut-
ting blade Model 553, $29 99.
model 574 $34 99. model
559. $5999 Murray Home and
Auto
Tractor batteries. 6 or 12 volt
3EH or 30H. 2 year guarantee.
your choice. $49 99 Exchange
Wallin Hardware. Paris
Wheelbarrows, $19 99, 529 99
539 99. $59 99 Wallin Hard
ware Paris
Wheelbarrows. $16 99, $29 99
539 99 $59 99 Murray Home
and Auto
203-ports'kuipment 
For sale 26- AMF 3-speed
boy's bicycle Like new Call
753-4770.
For sale 12 guage Browning
automatic shotgun model
2000 gas operated improved
cylinder, ventilated rib barrel'
like new Call 492-8604
Two new Remington 1100
automatics One slug gun
$170 One 28 inch modified









Wanted to buy Veneer white
oak timber Pay top price Call
in the evenings 753-4984
IS. Articles For Sale
Lock sets polished brass or an-
tique brass key in knob sets
5799,passage $399 Wallin
Hardware. 'Paris
Lock sets, polished brass or an-
tique brass. key in knob sets,
$7 99. passage, $3 99 Murray
Home and Auto. 
Mark Twain boat cover trailer.
115 Mercury motor. ,excellent
condition Wicker furniture
love seat 2 chair's, coffee
table, $200 Call- 753-3934.
after 6 pm call 753-0531
Rampar 27 ten speed bicycle,
like new G E portable cassette
tape player and Pioneer co-
axle car speakers excellent
condition used one year Call
753-3903
Rampar 21- ten speed bicycle,
like new. G E portable cassette
tape recorder Craig 8-track
underdash tape player. and
Pioneer co-axle car speakers.
excellent condition used one
year Call 753-3903
Speed Queen washer and dryer,
Litton microwave 500, Kodack
movie deck. 465, proiector
super 8. Quasar 19 inch por
table color t v.. Tappan stove
and refrigerator. Kelvinator 2x3
bar refrigerator. 2 chest of
drawers, one dresser Call 436-
2562 
16. Home Furnishings 
Antique reproduction stained
glass Tiffany cherry blossom
design table lamp. 18- in
diameter Serious inquires on-
ly Call between 9 am and 2
pm, 753-2927.
Bath tubs. 5 ft steel' white.-
564 99. Colors. $69 99 Murray
Home and Auto
[then Allen twin size canopy
bed antique white. excellent
condition. $200 Serious in-
quiries only Call 753-0444
after 4 30 pm
Living room suite for sale, like
new. 753-0603
Norge two door refrigerator
white. $85 table with 4 chairs
formica and leather finish
$90 474-2257
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment, 4 hole. self rim-
ming $29 99. $39 99. and Firewood for sale Call 431-








Baldwin Grand piano 7 toot
ebony, 2 years old $6800 241-
7645,Mayfield '
Spinet piano used like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co across from
the Post Office in Paris TN
Two new console stereos
reduced due to damaged
cabinets Clayton's - J & B
Music 753 7575
Used Spinet piano. two upright
pianos Rental plan on all new
pianos Leach's Music Com-















All fuel chimneys triple wall
pipe 6 'x30'. $18 99. 8-x30
$29 99 Installation kit 6'
$2199, 8 , $4199 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Stainless steel sinks double
compartment 4 hole self-
rimming 529 99 $34 99. and
549 99
Twin bed with spring and mat-
tress, good condition Also a
chest of drawers Call 763
8567 
19. Farm Equipment 
960 Case combine, both
headers Also 1967 GMC grain
truck. Call 435-4383 after 5
Pm.
Farm fans grain dryers, sales
and service Pr & I Ford Supply.
Inc Highway 54 west of Paris
(901) 642-8544
John Deere 4400 combine. 2
years old 225 hours flexible
header with new corn header
Call 753-1389
John Deere model 4440 frac.
for, completely equipped, in
eluding monitor. John Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
7,000 planter with monitor
13' John Deere chisel plow.
John Deere 6 row cultivator.
Joir- ikere 15' _.ha,cavt Jon
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
-VIM)! -Ittr AirtitrtirrtftefTt "Int
year old and in brand new con





14'. $28 88, 16', $31 88. 20
$45 99. 28'. $70 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Bath tubs, 5 ft steel white





AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
II 753-6531 ask for
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16-, 51025, 20
511 99. 24' . 514 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Firewood $25 rick, delivered
locust fence posts, 7 ft 52. 9
ft $2 50 489-2327 -
For sale Foosball table tourna-
ment soccer million dollar
game $600 or best offer 153-
2/82,
Girl s Junior size clothing for
sale, size 11-13 Large assort-
ment Call 753 3903
Is your vacuum important to
you7 Home vacuums with com
inercial cleaning power the
Thourough-matic way Call for
your in home demonstration
753-3116
Mobile home roof coating 5
gallon, pail $26 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Oak and hickory firewood.
$1850 you pick up $25
delivered Cali for directions
498-8913 after 6 pm -
Pro Sharp L nain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro 511 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Pansies tall bulbs and flower-
ing ground covers .Plant now
for early spring color Also new
shipment of African violets
Also Thanksgiving cactus in
bloom The Potting Shed





917 Coldwater Rd. 753-
3880
Skil saws All with 714 cutting
blade model 553 $2999,
model 574 534 99. model
559. $59 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Two vinyl bucket seats. ex-
cellent condition Call 153-
g227 after 4 pm
Wood for sale $25 per rick for
hickory oak and ash Delivered









For sale color I v 17' good
condrtion 753 /189 
Repossesed Take up m- onthly
payment on 25 color t v War-

















PSR Computer Service firm in Murray
needs a responsible individual with ex-
perience. Degree in Computer Science or
lcnowledge. RPG essential. Good in-
terpersonnel skills desireabk..4,6alary
-conwnenearete.with experience,Far cone,
fidential interview, please send resume
or call: PSR, 205 S. 6th St., Murray, KY
(502) 753-9694.



































































Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna.
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $15 492-
- 8834
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60. Two bedroom trailer
with washer dryer/ and air con-
ditioner. set on rented half
acre lot. 4 miles from. town.
$4000 759-4754 
1974 Two bedroom all elec-
tric, air conditioned, must sell.
$5000 Call 436.2524 or 436-
5496
2 -lob. Home ilri -Rits
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Furnished 2 bedroom trailer
Call 153-0065.
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
Shady Oaks Trailer Court No
pets Call 489-2611
For rent Mobile home. 2
bedroom, furnished. $125 per
month Call 753-0241 between
7 am and  3 pm
trailer for rent See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court
Two bedroom, water furnished.
one or two adults. 1 1  miles
out of city limits $50 deposit.
$90 per month 753-5405 after
6 pm 
Two bedroom trailer, east ot
Almo All carpeted Has front
and back yard $70 per month
Call 753-6791 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Electric heaters 4000 watt 4
stack $35.99 Wallin Hard
ware Paris
Electric heaters 1500 watt
$15'71 Murray Home and
Auto -
Wood heater, automatic
deluxe cabinet brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors 24'
fire box $19999 Two speed
automatic blower. $49.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris
30. Business Rental -
For rent storage building,
30x60 ft with 3 10 It high
doors One mile from Murray
Call 753-7407 or 753-2486 
One large and one small
building for rent Near campus
Call 753-2967 
31. Want To Rent 
Three bedroom house. need im-
mediately Call-753-6015 
Want to rent 3 or 4 bedroom
house in Murray or 3 or 4 miles
outside of Murray 753-6015 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Completely furnished. 2
bedroom duplex, low utilities
753-4342 days, 753-4868
evenings
For rent One bedroom furnish-
ed cottage. available December
5 $100 Call 753-8271
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment. 1 or 2
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments South
16th 753-6609 
Garage apartment, 2 bedroom.
furnished, 2 or 3 adults Water
furnished No pets $50
deposit $110 per month. Po
miles out of city limits 153-
5405 after 6 pm 
New 2 bedroom duplex, large
rooms, appliances furnished,
washer-dryer hookup in utility,
private carport and patio deck
Call 753-9574 or 753-6513
after 330 pm
One bedroom, large kitchen,
furnished, all utilities paid
$120 per month Call 753-
3132 
Two bedroom apartment, stove
and refrigerator furnished, in
Lynn Grove 753-7874
34. Houses For Rent 
Two bedroom gas heat. elec-
tric stove. $115 per month
753-5923- -
Two bedroom house in county
on 3 acres Central heat and air
with heat pump, new
carpeting, dishwasher and
stove Call 753-894.3 after 4
pm







For sale Holstein bull calves, 2-
6 weeks old Call 753-0649 
31:Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered Cocker
Spaniels 2 blonde males Also
registered Beagle puppies
492-8861 after 5 pm 
AKC minature Dachshund pup-
pies champion bloodlines
$35-$75 each 527-9700 after
12 30 pm 
Bull Terrier puppies, AKC. all
shots wormed Paradise Ken-
nels, 753-4106
Beagle Bassett puppies from
hunting parents Will hold till
Christmas $40 Also taking
deposits on AKC show quality
Bassetts Call 753-0672
nights
Boarding and grooming for
Thanksgiving Make your reser-
vations now We board cats too
Hidden Valley Kennel 435-
4481 
Great Dane puppies. AKC, all





NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday: 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
I HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
For 116•0•1 Iwo. mil. peso. col 711 14113 .4 do, rhino. Meer, PIE& SKIM*
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Plainview Drive -
Beautiful home on large lot in City School District.
Four bedrooms, formal living, formal dining, large
kitchen-breakfast room, den with fireplace, and 14'
30' playroom. Carpet throughout, 21/2 baths, 3500
sq. ft. of floor space, and well landscaped lawn.
Priced in the $70's. Call (806) 6554898.
38. Pets-Supplies
Labrador Retriever. / months.
AKC, all shots, wormed $75
Paradise Kennels, 753-4106 
41. Public Sale 
Carport sale. Saturday only,
1707 Miller Avenue.
Garage sale, 5 party, rain or
shine, Friday and Saturday,
half mile off 121 East on
Cherry Corner Road. Lawn
mower, appliances, clothes,
new shoes. craft items, and
miscellaneous. 753-8263.
Garage sale, rain or shine,
Saturday. November 10th, 8
AM til 2 PM. 106 South 12th
Street. Household items, /ft.
Christmas tree; gift items.
clothes, knick-knacks.
something for everyone. Cheap!
Six party yard sale, 641 North.
fourth house on right after con-
struction, Saturday Nov. 10th,
8 til ?. Sunday 1 til 5 pm.
Yard sale, 112 Shady Oaks
Trailer Park. from 12 til 4,
Saturday.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
8 am til 5 pm, 1639 Farmer.
22 caliber rifle; radio, dishes,
cookware; garden tools; anti-
ques; dinner bell.
Yard sale, November 10th,
about PI miles from Almo
Heights. 
43. Real Estate 
Bit 0' the country? What are
your needs? 81 ..acres? 35
acres? 23 acres? Farms just
listed have acreage tendable.
some with timber, beautiful
building sites. Here's a chance
to move out and have a little
land! Call John or Judy at 753-
1492' for more information. Of-






F t r I,r
Doctor or Nurse, worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet and no place to put it?
Like a large workroom away
from it all for those rare spare
moments' We have it all for
you for the complete picture
call Brenda at 753-1492. Cen-
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors
NEW HOME
Be the first to live in
this brand new 3
bedroom, lko bath
home with lots of ex-
tras, location in Lynn-
wood Estates. Has
central electric heat
and air. Designed for
your comfort. Call
Billie for more infor-





392 11. 126 9.
$$Dollar for Dollar$$ One of
the best home values we have
had to offer you in many a day.
Brick ranch style home 3 nice
size bedrooms with walk in
closets, large living room, fully
equipped kitchen family room
Bring your check book you'll




AR, a ND THE ( MCI(
OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE
MURRAY'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
OFFICE BUILDING
We now have space to lease in one of Murrray's newest, most modern
and beautiful office buildings featuring: janitor service, utilities paid.
elevator service, sprinkler system. Decorated to meet your












216 Acres 5 miles east
of Puryear, TN. Ap-
proximately 200 acres
tillable. Now in beans.
Limed in 1979. Has
year-round water.
About Y2 of acreage in




70 Acres with house
and barn. 45 acres ten-
dable, rest in timber.
Located on black top




Make a list of all the things you
are looking for in a new home -
then check this practical 3
bedroom. We think it will have
it all. Located just minutes
from town on an acre plus lot.
Exceptionally well built,
decorated just recently, well in-
sulated. Seeing is believing
Call for your tour with Brenda
at 753-1492 ..Offered by Cen-





Nice 2 Br., frame
home, large kitchen,
dinette, good sized
utility, extra neat and
clean and only $23,900.
Lot For
Mobile Rome
11,4 acres with num-
ber of trees. 70 deep
well, new septic
system, 220 elec. pole.
South of Hwy. 80 on
Goodman Rd. Sound




Privacy is priceless! Fresh on
the market is this cozy A-frame
-Get-Away". Desirably close to
the lake. One bedrocm with all
the basics. For just $15,000
you can polish this jewel. Call
Pat at Spann Realty Assofiltes,
753-7724.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate




12x65 Revere, three bedroom,
trio bath, completely furnish-
ed, including washer and dryer,
underpinning, central heat and




75 acres 5 miles
southeast of Murray.








96 acres with brick
home, 3 tobacco barns,
1 stock barn, and other.






l on trus one today.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
44. Lots For Sale   
Corner lots ,n Canterbury,
120x120. Call 753-0738.
150'x250' lot on Doran Road.
Call 753-9208 after 6 pm. 
If you are looking for a
beautiful lot with 10 big trees,
seven tenths of an acre, older
house needs some do it
yourself work, Lot alone is
worth more than asking price.
Located on Butterworth Road.
one mile south of Stella. Priced
for quick sale, $6500. Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724. 
46. Homes  For Sale 
By owner: 3 berlroom stone
home with acreage. Murray-
Mayfield area Den with
fireplace, full basement, at-
tached garage newly painted.
Equity and take over payments
Nice4ard. Call 615-232-6059. 
Four bedroom 2 bath, country
home on 1 acre lot in
Buchanan. 15 miles from Mur-
ray Over 2200 ft.' of living
space. Large recreation room or
extra living area in back,
Qualifies tot FHA loan. Low





2 bedrooms, bath, kit-
chen, living room. Has
new roof, new storm
windows, and new car-
pet.
Call 753-2385
In Canterbury - Two new 4
bedroom houses under con-
struction. Will complete to
buyers specifications. Price
negotiable. Call 753-3903.
Nice two bedroom home,
carpeting, one car garage. 206
S 15th Street. Asking $30,500.
Phone 753-8213 or 435-4382.
Two bedroom house, 641 Nor-
th, carpeted, electric heat. no
pets, available now. Married
couple. $175 Call 753-394? 
48. Auto. Services 
Automatic transmission fits
Ford pickup. Used motors,
rstarters. aditors.
transmissions. and truck tires.
759-1739 evenings.
Car batteries. 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99, ex-
change. 60 month guarantee.
95 amp, $39 99, exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Good used tires for sale. See at
405 Elm St or call 753-0357.
1973 Chevrolet Caprice, ex-
cellent condition, must sell,
753-4550, ash for John or leave
message.
1975 Cordoba. ps, pb. air,
cruise, new set of Michelins.
$1800. 753-7827.
49. Used Cars   51. Campers
19bb buck LeuaGre $250
753-0642 
1978 Cougar XR-7, extra small
economy size V8_ Call 753-
7505 after 5 pm. 
1973 Chevelle Legunia. 4-door,
power brakes, and air. 24,000
actual miles. guaranteed.
$2300. Call 753-8861 
1957 Chevrolet Bel-Air, 2-door,
hardtop body. Special at $375
firm Call after 5 pm, 437-
4817. and ask for Slim.
19.16 Cutlass Supreme, power,
air. AM-FM 8-track, maroon
with white vinyl half-roof, wire
wheel covers. $2875. Call 753-
6677. 
1979 Datsun 280ZX, bought
new, has air, 5-speed. low
mileage. Call 753-7284 after 6
pm.
Datsun Sport convertible,
special autumn price, $1695.
436-2196 after 5 pm.
For sale 1978 T-Bird Towne
Landau, electric windows,
seats, tilt wheel, cruise. 753-
6041.
For sale- 1913 Maverick. 302
V8, power and air, $1000. 767-
6356. 
1975 Ford Gran Torino, ex-
cellent condition, no rust,
$1150. 1974 Vega. automatic,
good condition, $850. Call 489-
2595. 
1976 Gran Prix, black on
black, loaded with every luxury.
Power windows, AM-tape.
Cruise, chrhate control. air. and
CB. Excellent condition. Phone.
75'3-7853. 
1974 coopkitliokivl-FM: sun
roof ItivollejiLift.r! Call 753-
1549 after 5 
1977 Grand Prix, white with
red Landaufq-top. ac, electric
locks, electric windows, cruise.
tilt steering. AM-FM 8-track,
low. mileage. $4200. Call 437-
4428 or 753-9919. 
1911 Monte Carlo, 350, four
barrell. black on black.' 436-
2727. 
1968 Plymouth Satellite. 8
cylinder, 2-door, 5 good tires
and 2 snow. Good running con-
dition, $200 firm. 753-2677. 
1972 Plymouth Duster, 318
V8, excellent condition. See at
1107 Olive Street, or call 753-
1690. 
1973 Pinto, good condition,
clean, looks good. 753-5380. 
1972 Volkswagen Beetle,
automatic, good condition,
$1400 or best reasonable offer.
Call 767-4791 after 3 pm. 
50. Used Trucks 
1978 Bronco XLT, low mileage,
lots of extras, must sell. Call
$36-2805. 
1979 CJ -5, perfect condition.
753-6802 or 436-5366. 
1973 Chevy pickup, automatic,
new tires. body in good shape.
$1300. 753-0062. 
1961 Ford pickup truck, 6
cylinder straight shift, $290.
Call 753-7192. 
1978 Ford pickup. 20,000
miles, air, power brakes and
power steering, like new condi-
tion, $4850. Call 753-8861. 
1973 Ford pickup F-100
Ranger. automatic- and power
steering, good condition,
$1495. See at New Concord
Grocery.
1970 Jeepster Commando. V6,
4x4 1974 model Chevrolet Im-
pala, Spirit of America. 46.000
miles. 753-3621 or 753-4871.
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS




Floored and reedy. Up to 12 x 14. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ed-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CLOUD MOM 1PM Tit 1 P 1,11
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA
LIST OF
CHRISTMAS SERVICES
1) Layaway Program for motorcycles and ac-
cessories.
2) Gift Certificates.
3) 514ster-Chorge and Visa accepted. .
4 Convenient Shopping Hours', 9 Lin:. til 6 p.m.
5) Complete Auto Mini eycle line for ages 3 to 14.
753-8078
Hurry , Winter is 'coming' Com-
plete repair and winterizing
service A few 1979 Starcraft
and Road Rangers at discount
prices Close out special on all
truck toppers. $190 White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY Call 753-
0605 
53. Services Offered 
Will haul driveway
white rock and Ag
Lime. Also have wash-
ed gravel. Call 753-
7261
RONNIE PEA
AU. TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948. 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827. 
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements. driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Chimneys and stoves cleaned.
Be ready for winter. Call Magic
Hat 759-4878. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Do You need- st4cops removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. call for free
estimate, . Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. 
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes ..and commercial,
call 753-6123. 
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,




Call after 6 p.m.
436-2855
53. Services Offered
Fence Sales at Sears now Lail
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your, needs
House and office cleaning from
floor tb ceiling Call Eaton
Cleaning, 753-3116 
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation. heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203 
Licensed electrician and
mobile home repair Phone




and brown, Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows
Also carports. single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm. 
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 437-4617 or 753-
7337.
Save time and money, call us
first, Millstone Development
Corp. We move the earth for
your excovating needs. Septic
tanks, ponds, and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work.







j. , p t
efficient service rechunatio,:
rates Cali Ernest White 753
0605
Saw sharpening and power tool
repair Corner of 12th and
Main Weekdays after 3 00 pm
anytime on weekends
Reasonable
Tractor work breaking., disking.
bushhogging blade work Cal!
753-7400 from 8 hI 5 after 5.
753-2632
Trees removed, reasonable rate
free estimates Call 753-9369
after 5 pm
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night'
1-442-7026 
Will do hauling of any kind, city
or county. Call 492-8704
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Will do plumbing, heating.
remodeling, repairs around the
home, carpentry, and roofing.
753-9600. 
56. Free Column 
Free firewood. You cut Call
437-4703. 
57. Wanted 
Wanted • Gentleman to share
large 2 bedroom Mobile home.
Beautiful 15 acre location. ,
489-2327.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured, arid
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
COUNTRY LIVIN'-CLOSE IN $63,900
On Hwy. 94, 61/2 miles East of Murray. 10 miles from
KenLake St. Park. On a 3 acre wooded knoll with a
beautiful view. Large 3 bedroom ranch-walkin
closets and many built in storage cabinets. Recently
refurbished, like new, inside and out. Luxury sized
master suite. 21'2 baths. Lush carpeting. Family
room could be formal dining room.
Ruth Ryan, Realtors
(or your own broker)
502 354-8871 Hwy. 68, Aurora
After hours: Call Dick at 354-6344
PUBLIC NOTICE
TOOL SALE
North 12th Street, beside Pizza Hut
Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.
9 a.m. til 6 p.m.
Semi-truck load sale! Individual tools & machinery and all
type hand tools - at factory direct prices. Such names as
Chicago pneumatic, Rockwell, Dora-Lift, Fuller,
Milwaukee Pneumatic, Jet, Ventor, Chicago in Orbit,
Rodar, Allied, Sun, Channel Lock, Makita, AEG and Black &
Decker.
4 ton porta-power  $150.00
Industrial drill press with '4 h. p. motor  $159.50
1" drive air impact wrenches  $225.00
"I" drive air impact wrenches  $49.50
3/8" drive air ratchet wrenches  $49.50
Ventor torches and guages from  $159.00 up
Rockwell oribtial sander  $55.00
16 pc. wrench 114" to 1/4"  $32.50
40 pc. socket set  $15.00
6" swivel base industrial vise  $55.00
1 ton power pulls  $22.50
' 105 pc. tap & die set :  $115.00
Impact driver with 4 bits  S6.00
1 2 N. p. bench grinder-OSHA Approved  $49.50
'a" drive socket  $79.50
9 pc. Fuller screw drivers  $5.00
Tungston steel hacksaw blades-10 piece  $3.00
Black electrical tape (60 ft. rolls-10 rolls)  $4.50
3 h. p. air compressor (22 gal. tank with regulator)  $395.00
Plus over 20 different type air tools, drills and saws from 4"
to 71/4", drill presses, drill bits, socket sets from '/4" to 1"
drive. Over 1500 different items in stock.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Bo, Dodd
Conipany-
P Ale F: 14 ME Mt KHAN . Kv .1.1:11(1EK & TLMES, Friday. November 9. 199
I Deaths and Funerals 1
Funeral Is Today
For Mack Harper
Thy t uneral for Mack
Horner of Benton Route 6 is
beim, held today at 1 p.m. at
the (lapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
o it): Elder Russell Beshear
and the Rev. Billy Turner
Off !elating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Fooks Cemetery.
Mr. Harper, 89, died
Wednesday at 1:45 p.m. at the
Calvert City- Convalescent
Center. A retired farmer and a
veteran of World War!, he had
been a member of the Mt.
Mona h Primitive Baptist
Church for over 60 years.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Helen Harper, Benton;
,,ne daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Tubbs. Hardin: five sons. Ed
and Harvie, Calvert City,
Raymond and Fred. Benton,
and Marion Scott Harper,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Maude Cannon, Doniphan,





Floyd Usrey of 1317 Kirk-
wood, Murray, died Thursday
at 10:35 a.m. at the Murray,
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 67 years of age..
The Murray man was a
retired custodian at Murray
State University. Born May
24, 1912, he was.the son of the
late W. A. Usrey and. Maudie
Treas Usrey.
Mr. Usrey is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lavelle Beach
Usrey; one daughter, Mrs.
Guy Harper, Murray; one son,
R. L. Usrey„13enton Route. 1;
one sister, Mrs. •Terry Bur-
nett, Mayfield Route 5; two
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Connie
Wyatt officiating. Burial will
follow in the Soldier Creek
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today I Friday. i
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furrushed to the
-Ledger le Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average 
Air Products 28 +%
American Motors 7 +
Ashland 39% +NI
American Telephone 53 +
Bonanza' 
_ Quysler 7% -%
Ford Motor 36% 4-1,
G.A.F.  +






























Toni Moore Williams, Nash-
ville, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, died Thursday at
10:45 a.m. at the Nashville
General Hospital. He Was 60
years of age.
The deceased, a salesman
for the Keith Simmons
Company, was a member of
the Woodmont Christian
Church, Nashville, Tenn. Born
Aug.. 26, 1919, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
Late Tom Williams and Fannie
Mae Linn Williams.
Mr. Williams is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Schultz
Williams; one daughter, Mrs.
Harry Diane) Banniza. two
sons, James and Tommy
WiHiams, and two grand-
children, Matthew Williams
and Billy Banniza, all of Nash-
ville, Tenn.; one brother.
Robert Mills Williams.
Leesburg, Fla.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churehill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Pallbearers will be Vernon
Stubblefield, Jr., Max Miller,
Dr. A. D. Wallace. Wayne
Doran, Dr. Louis Charles
Ryan, and Preston Holland.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





The Coldwater Church of
Christ will host the Second
Annual Calloway County
Lectureship Nov. 12 to 16. This
year's theme will be "Church
Growth." Services -will be
conducted in two sessions
each evening, 7 to 7:50 and 8 to
8:50.
The lectureship will not be
conducted on Wednesday
evening but the Coldwater
congregation will conduct a
special class on "What We
can Do" at 7:00 to 7:50p.m.
The speakers each evening
areas follows:
Monday: R. B. Barton,
"Growth Through Strong





Preaching and Teaching" and










and Harold Irvan, "Growth
Through Strong Leadership."
Pennwalt A break will be held between
Quaker Oats the two services each evening.
Tappan 
Texaco The public is cordially invited






& Sat Night Special
* 




* All You Can Eat 4,1
* Includes French Fries, Cole *
* Slaw 8 Hush Puppies
*Southside Restaurant *
• So. 12th St. 
8e 
vde Bonk of Murray Branch *
Mrs: Mon.-Sat. to II p.m.
Sun. 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
_**************** 




Two door, green, green vinyl roof, power steering
and brakes, air conditioner, local, "sharp,- ap-
proximately 71,877 miles.
om Quarry GM Keep 
That Great GM Feeling
GINTRAL MOTORS PORTS INVISOOli With 
Genuine GM Parts
9114/106 MRS




COMMITTEE MEETS — A committee for a work-study project program of Project
Opportunity meet Thursday at the downtown Bank of Murray. The work-study
program is divided into three stages, pre-vocational training, vocational adjustment
and placement. In-class study of career opportunities, on-site observation and on-the-
job training are methods to be used to accomplish goals. Project Opportunity was
designed to meet the needs of secondary handicapped students. Pictured are (from
left, clockwise) Catherine Glass, coordinator; Lenice Coles, parent; A. W. Simmons,
business community Jean Watkins, teacher Nancy Lovett, state consultant Johnny
Bohannon, supervisor Larry Paschall, guidance counselor Bess Redick, teacher and
Connie Talent,..4cfunselor for Bureau of Rehabilitation.
Council. . .
The mayor added that it is his un-
derstanding that Hurt has submitted
his resignation from the' board but that
he does not know what Jones plans to
do. Jones, a local attorney, was in court
this morning and could not be reached
for comment. Attempts to reach Hurt
for comment were also unsuccessful.
City planner Steve Zea advised the
eouncil that the Community
Development board is expected to
receive its first transfer of funds from
the federal goverment in the very near
Mute.
The council approved payment of
$10,009.00 in Community Development
bills, including salaries, until the
federal funds are received.
Zea said that a meeting has been
schedule for .5: 30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 20
at which the program will be explained
to the residents in the project area in
the Douglas Community of northwest
Murray.
The city planner urged residents of
the area not to talk with anyone about
the program that does not show proper
identification. Zea said identification
cards with photos of official Com-
munity Development workers are being
Continuer' From Page One )
issued adding that reports have been
received of individuals claiming to be
connected with the program, but not
connected with the program, calling on
residents of the area.
In other business at Thursday's
meeting, the council:
— Rescheduled the next meeting to
Nov. 29 since the regular meeting night
falls on the Thanksgiving holiday.
— Appointed Lee Bolen to a full term
on the Municipal Housing Board. Bolen
is presently filling out an unexpired
term on the board.
Murray. . .
I Continued From Page One)
Howe cautioned the board to keep a
periodic check on school lunch prices
since food prices are continually in-
creasing. He also warned board
members that an expected drop in
enrollment over the next few years
would be a factor to be considered in
preparing future budgets.
In other action, the board approved
Margie "nee as a bus driver.
Iranian Demonstrators March On U.S. Embassy
By The Associated Press
Thousands of Iranian
demonstrators chanting
"Death to America!" mar-
ched on the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran today as President
Anwar Sadat was reported to
have offered his personal jet
to fly the shah from New York
to Egypt to help secure the
release Of some 60 Americans
held hostage in the Iranian
capital.
Witnesses in Tehran.
reached by The Associated
Press from Bonn, West
Germany, reported the march •
on the embassy, where the
Americans have been held
captive since • Sunday by
Iranian demonstrators
demanding the United States
extradite Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi. The witnesses
said the marchers were urged
on by Moslem clergymen.
Meanwhile. NBC-TV's
•'Triday 'Show" said the
Egyptian president told its




Gary Hainsworth who has
just returned from serving a
two-year mission in the Lima
North Mission of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, Peru, South America,
will give a repot of his mission
experiences at the. services of
the local church to be held
Sunday, Nov. -11. at 5 p.m. in
the Woodmen of the World
Hall, Third and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Hainsworth, a 1976 graduate
of Murray High School, served
two terms as a representative
from the school to -Kentucky
Boys' State. He attended
Brigham Young University
for one year before serving his
mission, and will resume his -
studies in the field of physics
at the university in January.
The recently reetfrned
Gary Hainsworth
missionary is the second on
of Dr. and Mrs. Jerome. C.
Hainsworth to serve a foreign
iiiission. Stan Hainsworth,
their oldest son- recently
returned from serving in
Mexico City, Mexico. -
The church services are.
open to the public and friends
of Hainsworth are invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market 'sews Ser. ir F ri
day, November 9, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report -Includes 7 Buy ing Stations
Ref eipts At 1211 F:st MO Barrows &
GilLs 50- 75 higher SOM9 steady 1 Oh
higher
US 1-2 200-23016s . $35 50-35.75
US 2 200-240 lbs . 13500-35.28
US 2-3240.2)0 lbs. . 1.14 0045.00
"c 310-210 lbs. f
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the night that the events in
Iran were -a disgrace to
Islam." and that he .believed
that fly II112, the shah to Egypt
from his New York hospital
bed would help n wet the
Iranians' demand the
monarch be sent out of the
United States.
President Carter's sent a
peace ntission en route to Iran
two days ago but the Iranians
rednifferi the verture. They
also rejer led a mediation bid
by the Palestine Liberation.
Or
Carter reacted ti i the bleak
situation by halting shipments
(if spare military parts to Iran
during, the crisis and un-
derscored. _ his - - concerti by.
PostPoning a to 0-day state
visit to Canada.
"Americans are suffering
fri int. international terrorism
and being held agaufst their




A former Murray-an, Hil4h
G. Fuqua, son of Mrs. Mar-
shall Fuqua and the late Mr.
Fuqua of Murray. l'as
received honorary mention in
the category of outstanding
administrator at the Sixth
Statewide Salute to Out-
standing Individuals. "Those
Mno Excel," in the state iif
Illinois held nn Oct. 26.
. Fuqua graduated from
Murray Training School in the
class of 1946 and received his
•
HUGH G. FUQUA
B. S. and M. A. degrees from
Murray State University
The Murrayan began his
teaching career in Missouri,
but soon entered the state of
Illinois and is now in his 30th
year in the field of education.
He served as classroom
teacher and coach, and then
rritenA thr- - administrative-
field. Further training in his
chosen field was received at
Western Illinois University
with a degree os Educational
Spcialist in 1971.
Fuqua is married to the
former Loretta Eldridge,
daughter of Mrs. Otis L.
Eldridge, also of Murray.
They have three children-
Allen of Genesco, Ill., Martin





Raugerettes of the Woodmen
of the World will have a pizza
party at Paella!' - on Moaday,-- .._._-•
Nov. liftFroSitsi i p m_
US 1-3 300-001bs as, 00.26.ce 11119 ' 0$11 , Sp0B4rireth3f die
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Boars 72 00-Z Waver mite sPokesrnan said.
- t
protect their lives," Carter
declared.
The rejection of the PLO
overture, reported by Tehran
Radio, left world leaders
groping for solutions to the
stalemate that began Sunday.
when Iranian demonstrators
took over the embassy.
Insisting that their position
reflected the views of
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
the ---demonstrators. said
Thursday they- would not
"open talks with anybody. or
. accept any mediation" unless
the United States. sent Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
back to Iran for trial.
They released what they
. said was embassy
correspondence showing that
the United States originally
planned East summer to allow
the deposed leader to stay in
the United States per-
manently.
"It is our religious duty to
force America to send back
the Shah, and in questions of
religious duty there is no place
for negotiations," a




demanding the shah's ex-
tradition set himself on fire
outside the embassy. Iran's
Pars news agency said. The
prOtestor was later reported
near death in a hospital.
The shah, ousted by
Khome.ini's Islamic forces in
Jaiwary, is being treated for
cancer iii a New York
hospital. The United States
has said it will not extradite
him or mount an assault to
free the hostages but will rely
instead on diplomacy.
However. the 1004(1
throughout the United States
was turning to anger. U.S.
longshoremen refused to load
ships heading_ to Iran.
American airport worker:,
kind they Would not service
Iranian planes, and other
Ann•ricans .scuffled with
Iranian students ul several
cities Thursday..
At the United .Nations in
New York, a spokesmao said
Secretary-General Kurt
Waldhenn had obtained fhe
Several Editors Subpoenaed
DIXON. Ky. I API --. A
laWyer for a man accused in
connection with the murder of
a Kwik-Pik Market clerk in
Sebr'ee- has. subpoenaed
several newspaper editors to
tymfy about their coverage of
the incident.
Public defender Gene Dauer
said he subpoenaed the editors
iii hflpeS their testimony would
convince a Webster County
judge that a preliminary
hearing to be held today
Should be closed to the public.
The hearing concerns the
death of Kathy Short, 20, the
fourth convenience store clerk
to be murdered in west
Kentucky in the past. 14
nionths. •
District Judge Tom Harris
ruled this week that the
hearing should be open.
Harris said no evidence was
introduced to indicate that
coverage of the murder and
the subsequent arrest of Gary
lee Brooks, 26, of Sebree,
diminished Br is ks' chain es
a fair trial.
Dauer contends that the




He also has asked Harris tO
prohibit law' en f irceitient
officers and court officials
Ennui discussing the case.
"I'm not anti-nenspaper or
anti-media, but I'm trying to
get a chanee to give 1 Brooks
an adequate defense." Dauer
said.
"This case is a sensationl-
type case, and there's been a
lot At attention given to. it.
There .have been . a lot of
comments mink. which I
consider to be prejudicial to
the fair treattnent of my
client."
Among those subpoenaed
were Tom Taylor of The
Gleaner in Henderson, Paul
Kmie. of the -Evansville r Ind. d
Press, and representatives of
Police Widen Search For
Man Suspected In Killing
HODGENVILLE, Ky. (API. scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday
_ Police today widened a at Hodgenville's First Baptist
search for a man suspected of Church.
killing a state police trooper 
by issuing a nationwide alert
to other police agencies.
State. pdfiCe said -Thursday •
that Clyde Daniel Graham, 22,
of Elizabethtown, was armed
and apparently on foot.
"He's very familiar with
those woods and we're not,"
said one officer. "Eventual.
we will catch him but we still
don't know if he is in the area.
It's a matter of looking,
waiting and hoping for a
break.
- - A murder.. warrant , was
sought against Graham.
State police said Trooper
Eddie Harris. 28, a member of
. the KSP detachment at
Elizabethtown, may have
been shot because the man he
stopped in an automobile
thought he was looking for
drums. Twenty-five bottles of
yellow and black pills iden-
tified by a state pOlice nar-
cotics officer as
pin'ta unities — with an
estimated street value of
g40,000 or more — were found
in boxes hidden under rocks
near where the automobile
was abandoned.
Harris was shot to death
about 8 p.m. Wednesday after
stopping a motorist on a
straight...stte.tch. of U.S. 3W
aigagAreeTniTrs.narhCast Of
.0ottget1otto;'thi4artle rtitinfr4









the_ Evansville 111(1, I Courier.
the' Providence Journal-
Kiiter Prise, the Sehree
Banner. and Pm is' Menet. radio
station WHHZ.
Dauer Said a change of
venue also has been discussed.
hut that no decision has been
, reached.
He said the venue change
probably will be discussed
further "But I don't want
aoyone to think there is a
cause-and-effect -situation that
we will Me for a change 4,1




Morning Worship at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will begin•
Sunday, Nov. 11, at 10145 a.m.
The sermon by the pastor, the
.Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship,
will be entitled "How to Read
the Bible."
The choir, directed by Mrs.
Imogene Paschall, will sing
"Just . A Closer Walk With
Thee" with Mrs. Olivene
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will begin at
9:45 a.m., evening worship at
6 p.m. and Youth Fellowship
at 6:45 p.m
help of Pakistan and was
seeking the help if other
!stall oc and Arab countries in
- -an-effort to free the hostages.
Popes John Paul II dispat-,
(lied Archbishop Annibale
Homo' to Tehran to ask for
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Platters include Baked Potato or
French Fries & Stockade Toast,
All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
just 99C with meal.
• Kids' Menu Items, only 99.
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
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 a
re
se
rv
ed
 d
ai
ly
.
Ea
st
, 
No
rt
h,
 a
n
d
 S
ou
th
-
%
e
s
t
-
M
o
n
d
a
y
-
-
ch
ee
se
bu
rg
er
 
a
n
d
 
fr
ie
s,
ba
co
n,
 l
et
tu
ce
, 
a
n
d
 t
o
m
a
t
o
sa
nd
wi
ch
, 
ba
ke
d 
be
an
s,
ta
te
r 
to
ts
, 
ri
ce
 k
ri
sp
ie
 b
ar
;
T
u
e
s
d
a
y-
ho
t 
do
g,
 
bi
ts
 
of
fi
sh
, 
sl
at
s,
 
fr
ie
s,
 
hu
sh
-
p
u
p
p
i
e
s
,
 
fr
es
h 
fr
ui
t:
W
o
d
n
e
s
d
a
 '
-
'
h
a
m
b
u
r
g
e
r
a
n
d
 
fr
ie
s,
 
ve
ge
ta
bl
e 
be
ef
so
up
 
wi
th
 
gr
il
le
d 
ch
ee
se
sa
nd
wi
ch
, 
pi
ne
ap
pl
e 
sa
la
d,
ic
ed
 
c
a
k
e
 
sq
ua
re
: 
Th
ur
-
s
d
a
y-
ho
t 
do
g 
a
n
d
 
fr
ie
s,
sp
ag
he
tt
i 
wi
th
 m
e
a
t
 s
au
ce
,
gr
ee
n 
be
an
s,
 t
os
se
d 
sa
la
d,
fr
en
ch
 
br
ea
d,
 g
el
at
in
 w
it
h
fr
ui
t:
 
Fr
id
ay
-
h
a
m
b
u
r
g
e
r
a
n
d
 f
ri
es
, 
co
rn
 d
og
, 
ba
ke
d
ap
pl
es
, 
pi
nt
o 
be
an
s,
 r
ol
e
sl
aW
, 
ic
e 
c
r
e
a
m
.
A
n
g
e
l
 R
et
ur
ns
F
a
r
a
h
 
F
a
w
c
e
t
t
 
m
a
k
e
s
 a
 s
p
e
c
i
a
l
 g
u
e
s
t-
st
ar
ri
ng
 
a
p
p
e
a
r
-
a
n
c
e
 a
s
 a
ng
el
 J
il
l 
M
u
n
r
o
*
,
 w
h
o
 
b
e
c
o
m
e
s
 r
o
m
a
n
t
i
c
a
l
l
y
i
n
v
o
l
v
e
d
 w
i
t
h
 a
 h
a
n
d
s
o
m
e
 y
o
u
n
g
 p
r
i
n
c
e
 (
L
e
o
n
a
r
d
 M
a
n
n
)
w
h
o
 i
s 
t
a
r
g
e
t
e
d
 f
or
 a
s
s
a
s
s
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
 i
n 
"
T
h
e
 P
r
i
n
c
e
 a
n
d
 t
h
e
A
n
g
e
l
,
"
 o
n
 A
B
C
'
s
 "
C
h
a
r
l
i
e
'
s
 A
n
g
e
l
s
,
"
 W
e
d
n
e
s
d
a
y
,
 N
o
v
.
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So
on
er
s'
 w
is
hb
on
e 
of
fe
ns
e.
W
h
a
t
 a
bo
ut
 D
ec
. 
1,
 A
BC
's
la
st
 
ex
ce
pt
io
n 
da
te
?
O
k
l
a
h
o
m
a
 
C
o
a
c
h
 
B
a
r
r
y
Sw
it
ze
r 
ve
to
ed
 
th
is
 
on
e,
ex
pl
ai
ni
ng
 h
e
 d
id
n'
t 
wa
nt
to
 
gi
ve
 
N
e
b
r
a
s
k
a
 
t
w
o
we
ek
s 
to
 
pr
ep
ar
e 
fo
r 
th
e
wi
sh
bo
ne
.
T
h
e
n
 
A
B
C
 
ex
pl
or
ed
wh
et
he
r 
Mi
ch
ig
an
 
wo
ul
d
m
o
v
e
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ts
 a
nn
ua
l 
w
a
r
 w
it
h
Oh
io
 S
ta
te
. 
D
o
n
 
C
a
n
h
a
m
,
at
hl
et
ic
 
di
re
ct
or
 
at
Mi
ch
ig
an
, 
ju
st
 
la
ug
he
d.
Mi
ch
ig
an
, 
wi
th
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ts
 1
00
,0
00
-
se
at
 s
ta
di
um
, 
an
d 
th
e 
ri
ch
Bi
g 
Te
n 
wo
n'
t 
do
ct
or
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he
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he
du
le
s 
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r 
T
V
.
AB
C'
s 
pr
ob
le
m 
on
 
th
is
on
e 
w
a
s
 t
ha
t 
it
 p
la
nn
ed
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o
te
le
vi
se
 
Mi
ch
ig
an
-N
ot
re
D
a
m
e
 
a
n
d
 
M
i
c
h
i
g
a
n
-
Mi
ch
ig
an
 S
ta
te
 e
ar
ly
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n 
th
e
se
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on
. 
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at
 m
e
a
n
t
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f 
th
e
Oh
io
 S
ta
te
 g
a
m
e
 
co
ul
dn
't
be
 
m
o
v
e
d
 
a
n
d
 
A
B
C
 
st
il
l
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ed
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t,
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t 
ha
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to
 b
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e
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il
d 
ca
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."
Bu
t 
if
 
th
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 t
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ld
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rd
,"
 
w
h
a
t
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ou
t
O
k
l
a
h
o
m
a-
Ne
br
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?
Pr
ob
le
ms
, 
pr
ob
le
ms
 a
n
d
m
o
r
e
 p
ro
bl
em
s.
S
o
 
wh
at
 
A
B
C
 
di
d 
w
a
s
ga
mb
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at
 
Mi
ss
ou
ri
, 
a
pr
es
ea
so
n 
to
p 
ch
oi
ce
,
wo
ul
d 
fo
ld
 u
p.
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n
 O
ct
. 
1,
A
B
C
 
c
r
o
s
s
e
d
 
o
u
t
M
i
s
s
o
u
r
i
O
k
l
a
h
o
m
a
,
.
 f
ig
-
ur
in
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it
 
wo
ul
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't
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i
m
p
o
r
t
a
n
t
 
a
s
N
e
b
r
a
s
k
a
O
k
l
a
h
o
m
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a
n
d
pe
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il
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-O
hi
o
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at
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 c
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e 
th
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te
rn
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w
a
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a
d
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,
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re
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g
Ei
gh
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g
a
m
e
s
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B
C
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a
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n.
Me
an
wh
il
e,
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hi
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St
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e 
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a
n
d
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er
en
ce
s
h
o
w
d
o
w
n
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th
 
o
n
c
e-
be
at
en
 M
ic
hi
ga
n 
No
v.
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7 
on
A
B
C
.
Be
ca
us
e 
A
B
C
 d
ec
id
ed
 o
n
Mi
ch
ig
an
-O
hi
o 
St
at
e,
 i
t
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ot
 
s
h
o
w
 
M
i
c
h
i
g
a
n-
P
u
r
d
u
e
 
th
is
 
Sa
tu
rd
ay
.
Pu
rd
ue
 h
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 n
ot
 b
ee
n 
on
 a
ll
se
as
on
 a
n
d
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s 
pr
ob
ab
ly
 t
he
be
st
 n
on
-t
el
ev
is
ed
 t
e
a
m
 o
f
th
e 
ye
ar
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A
B
C
 h
as
 s
h
o
w
n
g
e
n
u
s
 i
nv
ol
vi
ng
 a
ll
 b
ut
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ne
of
 t
he
 n
at
io
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s 
un
de
fe
at
ed
t
e
a
m
s
 
-
 
A
l
a
b
a
m
a
,
N
e
b
r
a
s
k
a
,
 
S
o
u
t
h
e
r
n
Ca
li
fo
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, 
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io
 
St
at
e,
Ho
us
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n,
 F
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da
 
St
at
e,
B
r
i
g
h
a
m
 
Y
o
u
n
g
 
a
n
d
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ra
l 
Mi
ch
ig
an
. 
T
h
e
m
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ng
 t
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a
m
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M
c
N
e
e
s
e
St
at
e,
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h
e
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e
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n
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e
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A
B
C
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e
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o
u
s
t
o
n
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tu
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ay
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 b
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ra
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s
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t
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n
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e
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s
-
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r
k
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d
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e
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 C
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e.
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n
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fo
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e 
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ti
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e 
A
B
C
 
st
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g
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ot
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66
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e
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ad
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l 
U
C
L
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ou
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n
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e
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A
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d
U
C
L
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-
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d
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C
L
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A
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on
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ay
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g
a
m
e
 
pr
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th
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 t
it
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.
Th
er
e 
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fe
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s 
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r
A
r
m
y-
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vy
 
th
is
 
se
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on
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bu
t 
th
e 
g
a
m
e
 
wi
ll
 
be
te
le
vi
se
d 
De
c.
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.
An
ot
he
r 
g
a
m
e
 
A
B
C
 
is
sh
ow
in
g 
th
is
 
Sa
tu
rd
ay
 
is
Ge
or
gi
a-
Fl
or
id
a,
 a
nd
 A
B
C
wi
ll
 b
e 
pu
ll
in
g 
ha
rd
er
 f
or
Fl
or
id
a 
th
an
 
th
e 
Ga
to
rs
'
al
um
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.
Ge
or
gi
a,
 
em
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rr
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d
by
 V
ir
gi
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31
-0
 l
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t 
we
ek
,
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 4
-4
 o
ve
ra
ll
, 
bu
t 
4-
0 
in
 t
he
So
ut
he
as
te
rn
 
Co
nf
er
en
ce
.
T
o
p-
ra
nk
ed
 
A
l
a
b
a
m
a
 
a
n
d
Ge
or
gi
a 
do
n'
t 
pl
ay
 
ea
ch
ot
he
r 
an
d 
if
 t
he
y 
re
ma
in
un
be
at
en
 
in
 
th
e 
S
E
C
,
Ge
or
gi
a 
ge
ts
 t
he
 a
ut
om
at
ic
bi
d 
to
 t
he
 S
ug
ar
 B
o
w
l
 o
n
A
B
C
 b
ec
au
se
 A
l
a
b
a
m
a
 h
as
be
en
 t
he
re
 m
o
r
e
 r
ec
en
tl
y.
T
h
a
t
 
w
o
u
l
d
 
le
av
e
A
l
a
b
a
m
a
 
to
 
ch
oo
se
 
th
e
Co
tt
on
 H
o
w
l
 o
n 
C
B
S
 N
e
w
Ye
ar
's
 D
a
y
 o
r 
th
e 
Or
an
ge
B
o
w
l
 o
n 
N
B
C
 N
e
w
 Y
ea
r'
s
Ni
gh
t 
to
 p
os
si
bl
y 
de
ci
de
 t
he
na
ti
on
al
 c
ha
mp
ic
si
ah
ip
.
In
 
ad
di
ti
on
 
to
 
Fl
or
id
a,
Ge
or
gi
a 
st
il
l 
ha
s 
an
 S
E
C
da
te
 w
it
h 
Au
bu
rn
 N
ov
. 
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A
u
b
u
r
n
 
al
so
 
pl
ay
s
A
l
a
b
a
m
a
 
on
 
De
c.
 1
. 
T
h
e
Ir
on
y 
is
 t
ha
t 
th
e 
S
E
C
 t
it
le
an
d 
th
e 
bo
wl
 r
at
in
gs
 a
re
 a
t
st
ak
e 
he
re
 a
nd
 A
B
C
 c
an
't
do
 t
he
se
 g
a
m
e
s
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ub
ur
n 
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on
 
N
C
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A
 
pr
ob
at
io
n 
a
n
d
th
us
 b
ar
re
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fr
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V
.
Ca
ll
T
h
e
 M
ur
ra
y
In
su
ra
nc
e 
A
g
e
n
c
y
a
n
d
 c
o
m
p
a
r
e
.
M
a
y
b
e
]
 ca
n 
sa
ve
 y
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s
o
r
e
 m
on
ey
 o
n 
to
p-
qu
al
it
y 
pr
ot
ec
ti
on
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wh
at
er
er
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r 
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su
r-
an
ce
 n
ee
ds
.
Al
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te
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od
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.
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n
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u
r
•
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i
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m
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o
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h
b
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w
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P
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R
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P
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R
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b
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P
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R
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b
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.
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h
r
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.
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.
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h
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p
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i
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c
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c
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i
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c
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o
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u
n
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a
v
e
r
i
c
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F
r
e
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n
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B
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r
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e
e
t
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h
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h
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O
V
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E
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e
 f
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m
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e
 
P
l
i
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t
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e
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p
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f
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h
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u
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n
c
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iv
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n
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e
c
o
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e
 c
el
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ti
es
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W
h
e
n
 i
t
is
 l
e
a
r
n
e
d
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h
a
t
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p
e
s
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il
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o
n
e
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d
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w
i
l
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 d
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r
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n
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o
 
d
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t
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h
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o
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w
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b
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h
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 C
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r
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T
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n
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.
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 p
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b
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 C
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i
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i
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pr
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 D
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c
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r
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.
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b
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g
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b
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c
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n
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 D
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 d
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w
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c
i
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f
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c
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at
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.
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.
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.
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 f
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 l
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c
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b
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r
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r
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 d
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b
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c
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c
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r
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h
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r
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r
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i
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b
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b
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c
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it
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r
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b
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b
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c
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p
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h
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 C
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n
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h
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m
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n
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h
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h
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.
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 b
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 p
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f
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i
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f
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c
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b
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 c
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 f
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a
n
 o
f
th
e 
Ye
ar
.
O
n
 
"T
on
ig
ht
,"
 
Ca
rs
on
Wi
ll
 
en
ga
ge
 
in
 
re
pa
rt
ee
wi
th
 
o
p
e
r
a
 
su
pe
rs
ta
rs
Be
ve
rl
y 
'S
il
ls
, 
L
u
c
i
a
n
o
Pa
va
ro
tt
i,
 I
MA
ri
ly
n 
Ho
rn
e
or
 M
ar
ti
na
 A
rr
oy
o;
 i
nd
ul
ge
in
 
sl
ap
st
ic
k 
h
u
m
o
r
 
wi
th
B
u
d
d
y
 
Hi
rk
et
t,
 
D
o
n
Ri
ck
le
s,
 
M
e
 V
 B
ro
ok
s 
a
n
d
Bu
rt
 
Re
yn
ol
ds
; 
co
nv
er
se
wi
th
 
lu
mi
na
ri
es
 
su
ch
 
as
Or
so
n 
We
ll
es
, 
Ch
ar
lt
on
He
st
on
, 
J
a
m
e
s
 S
te
wa
rt
 o
r
J
a
n
e
 
F
o
n
d
a
;
 
w
e
l
c
o
m
e
sp
or
ts
 
fi
gu
re
s 
li
ke
 
Jo
e
N
a
m
a
t
h
,
 M
u
h
a
m
m
a
d
 
Al
i,
L
o
s
 
A
n
g
e
l
e
s
 
D
o
d
g
e
r
s
T
o
m
m
y
 L
as
or
da
 o
r 
Ar
th
ur
W
I
C
M
S
 Hi
gh
li
gh
ts
Fr
id
ay
, 
N
o
v
e
m
b
e
r
 9
7
 p
.m
. 
Cl
as
si
c 
C
o
m
e
d
y
.
T
w
o
 
h
o
u
r
s
 
of
 
f
u
n
n
y
re
co
rd
in
gs
 
of
 
Am
er
ic
a'
s
fa
vo
ri
te
 c
om
ed
ia
ns
.
9
 p
.
m
.
 I
r
v
i
n
g
 
Be
rl
in
. 
A
t
r
i
b
u
t
e
 
t
o
 
o
n
e
 
of
 
t
h
i
s
c
o
u
n
t
r
y
'
s
 m
o
s
t
 p
ro
li
fi
c 
a
n
d
w
e
l
l-
lo
ve
d 
c
o
m
p
o
s
e
r
s
.
S
a
t
u
r
d
a
y
,
.
 N
o
v
e
m
b
e
r
 
10
7
 a
.
m
.
 M
u
s
i
c
 F
r
o
m
 t
he
F
r
o
n
t
 
P
o
r
c
h
.
 
A
re
tr
os
pe
ct
iv
e 
o
f
 
c
l
a
s
s
i
c
b
l
u
e
s
,
 
b
l
u
e
g
r
a
s
s
,
 
f
o
l
k
,
c
o
u
n
t
r
y
 
a
n
d
 
e
a
r
l
y
 
ja
zz
ar
ti
st
s.
9
 
a
.
m
.
 
T
h
a
n
k
 
H
e
a
v
e
n
s
It
's
 S
at
ur
da
y.
 H
os
t 
Da
rr
el
l
H
a
d
e
n
 
t
r
e
a
t
s
 
y
o
u
 
t
o
m
u
s
i
c
a
l
 
no
st
al
gi
a 
of
 
al
l
ki
nd
s.
I
 p
.
m
.
 T
h
e
 B
i
g
 B
a
n
d
s
 A
r
e
B
a
c
k
.
 
B
o
b
b
y
 
B
r
y
a
n
sp
ot
li
gh
ts
 t
he
 t
h
e
m
e
 s
o
n
g
s
as
so
ci
at
ed
 
wi
th
 
th
e 
bi
g
ba
nd
s 
on
 t
hi
s 
sp
ec
ia
l 
fo
ur
-
ho
ur
 e
di
ti
on
.
5
 
p
.
m
.
 
T
h
e
 
B
e
s
t
 
o
f
B
r
o
a
d
w
a
y
.
 
C
o
h
o
s
t
s
R
i
c
h
a
r
d
 V
a
l
e
n
t
i
n
e
 a
n
d
 J
oe
Ja
ck
so
n 
re
vi
ew
 t
he
 h
it
s 
on
B
r
o
a
d
w
a
y
.
9
 
p
.
m
.
 
F-}
*
i
k
 
Fe
st
iv
al
.
R
a
c
h
e
l
 O
a
s
 4
,t
ic
l 
S
h
e
i
l
a
 R
u
e
pr
es
en
t 
f
i
v
e
 h
o
u
r
s
 o
f 
g
r
e
a
t
A
m
e
r
i
c
a
n
 
fo
lk
 
m
u
s
i
c
,
 o
ld
a
n
d
 n
e
w
.
Su
nd
ay
, 
N
o
v
e
m
b
e
r
 1
1
7
 a
.
m
.
 S
ee
 
Y
o
u
 
in
 
th
e
F
u
n
n
y
 
P
a
p
e
r
s
.
 
Da
rr
el
l
H
a
d
e
n
 r
e
a
d
s
 c
la
ss
ic
 c
o
m
i
c
st
ri
ps
.
8
 a
.
m
.
 
G
r
e
a
t
 
A
m
e
r
i
c
a
n
Cl
as
si
cs
. 
A
n
 
ei
gh
t 
ho
ur
pr
es
en
ta
ti
on
 
of
 e
k
m
e
r
i
c
a
n
cl
as
si
ca
l 
m
u
s
i
c
,
 f
e
a
t
u
r
i
n
g
A
m
e
r
i
c
a
n
 
C
o
m
p
o
s
e
r
s
,
co
nd
uc
to
rs
 
a
n
d
 
pe
r-
fo
rm
er
s.
5
p
.
m
.
 M
u
s
i
c
 b
y
 R
e
q
u
e
s
t
.
F
o
r
 
si
x 
h
o
u
r
s
 
we
'l
l 
pl
ay
an
yt
hi
ng
 y
o
u
 w
a
n
t
 t
o
 h
e
a
r
 -
fo
lk
, 
j
a
z
z
,
 
c
l
a
s
s
i
c
a
l
,
n
o
s
t
a
l
g
i
a
.
 
C
a
l
l
 
in
 
y
o
u
r
r
e
q
u
e
s
t
s
 
b
y
 
S
a
t
u
r
d
a
y
,
N
o
v
e
m
b
e
r
 
10
 
(5
02
-7
62
-
46
61
).
11
 p
.
m
.
 J
az
z.
 "
Al
l 
Th
at
Ja
zz
" 
ho
st
 1
M
a
r
k
 
W
e
l
c
h
p
l
a
y
s
 
t
r
a
d
i
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
a
n
d
c
o
n
t
e
m
p
o
r
a
r
y
 j
az
z.
Yo
u'
ve
 b
e
e
n
 s
m
o
k
i
n
g
 P
ri
nc
e 
Al
be
rt
 o
r 
Ha
lf
-
a
n
d-
Ha
lf
 a
ll
 y
o
u
r
 l
if
e_
Ri
gh
tf
 C
o
m
e
 i
n 
an
il
 s
a
m
-
p
l
e
 
o
u
r
 
b
l
e
n
d
e
d
 
t
o
b
a
c
c
o
s
.
 W
e
 
t
h
i
n
k
 
y
o
u
1
I
c
h
a
n
g
e
 y
o
u
r
 b
r
a
n
d
 f
o
r
e
v
e
r
.
Th
e
Sm
ok
e 
Sh
op
pe
10
2 
N.
 5
th
 S
t.
-7
53
-3
17
4
Mr
s:
9-
5
Ml
om
.-
Sa
t.
As
he
; 
a
n
d
 m
o
r
e
 t
ha
n 
ho
ld
hi
s 
o
w
n
 w
it
h 
su
ch
 m
e
n
 o
f
sc
ie
nc
e 
a
n
d
 
me
di
ci
ne
 
as
Dr
. 
Ca
rl
 S
a
g
a
n
,
 D
r.
 P
au
l
Eh
rl
ic
h,
 
Dr
. 
Wi
ll
ia
m 
F
.
No
le
n 
an
d 
Dr
. 
I
R
n
d
o
n
Sm
it
h.
O
n
e
 o
f 
th
e 
hi
gh
li
gh
ts
 o
f
th
e 
19
79
 
se
as
on
 
w
a
s
 
th
e
fi
rs
t 
ap
pe
ar
an
ce
 o
n 
"
T
h
e
To
ni
gh
t 
S
h
o
w
"
 
of
Ca
li
fo
rn
ia
 G
ov
er
no
r 
Je
rr
y
B
r
o
w
n
.
C
a
r
s
o
n
'
s
 
c
h
a
r
a
c
-
te
ri
za
ti
on
s 
of
 
C
a
r
n
a
c
 t
he
Ma
gn
if
ic
en
t,
 A
un
t 
Bl
ab
by
,
Ar
t 
Fe
rn
, 
c
o
n
s
u
m
e
r
 
ad
-
vo
ca
te
 
Da
vi
d 
Ho
wi
tz
er
an
d,
 
re
ce
nt
ly
, 
Fl
oy
d 
R
.
Tu
rb
o,
 
di
sp
la
y 
hi
s 
ve
r-
sa
ti
li
ty
.
Ca
rs
on
 b
eg
an
 h
is
 c
ar
ee
r
at
 
th
e 
ag
e 
of
 
14
 
in
 
hi
s
h
o
m
e
t
o
w
n
 
of
 
No
rf
ol
k,
.
Ne
br
.,
 w
he
re
 h
e 
pe
rf
or
me
d
a
 m
a
g
i
c
 a
ct
 b
il
le
d 
a
s
 "
T
h
e
Gr
ea
t 
Ca
rs
on
i.
"
Fo
ll
ow
in
g 
hi
s 
di
sc
ha
rg
e
as
 a
n 
en
si
gn
 i
n 
th
e 
N
a
v
y
du
ri
ng
 
Wo
rl
d 
W
a
r
 I
I,
 h
e
at
te
nd
ed
 t
he
 U
ni
ve
rs
it
y 
of
Ne
br
as
ka
. 
At
 
sc
ho
ol
, 
he
st
ar
te
d 
wr
it
in
g 
c
o
m
e
d
y
an
d 
do
in
g 
co
mm
er
ci
al
s 
fo
r
W
O
W
 
ra
di
o 
in
 
O
m
a
h
a
.
De
ci
di
ng
 h
is
 f
ut
ur
e 
w
a
s
 i
n
Ca
li
fo
rn
ia
, 
he
 d
ro
ve
 t
o 
Lo
s
A
n
g
e
l
e
s
 
in
 
19
50
, 
a
n
d
b
e
c
a
m
e
 a
 s
ta
ff
 a
nn
ou
nc
er
on
 
K
N
X
T
.
 H
is
 f
ir
st
 s
h
o
w
fo
r 
th
at
 
T
V
 
st
at
io
n 
w
a
s
"
C
a
r
s
o
n
'
s
 C
el
la
r_
 "
I
n
 
19
53
, 
C
a
r
s
o
n
 
s
u
b
b
e
d
fo
r 
R
e
d
 
Sk
el
to
n 
on
 
sh
or
t
no
ti
ce
 a
n
d
 o
pe
ne
d 
th
e 
s
h
o
w
wi
th
 
a
 
mo
no
lo
gu
e 
he
 
pu
t
to
ge
th
er
 
wh
il
e 
dr
iv
in
g 
to
th
e 
st
ud
io
. 
In
 M
a
y
 o
f 
19
54
,
th
e 
29
-y
ea
r-
ol
d 
Ca
rs
on
b
e
c
a
m
e
 
ho
st
 
of
 
hi
s 
o
w
n
ne
tw
or
k 
ev
en
in
g 
s
h
o
w
,
"
E
a
r
n
 Y
o
u
r
 V
ac
at
io
n.
" 
At
th
e 
s
a
m
e
 t
im
e 
he
 a
pp
ea
re
d
on
 "
T
h
e
 
Mo
rn
in
g 
S
h
o
w
,
"
a
s
 
su
bs
ti
tu
te
 
ho
st
 
fo
r
an
ot
he
r 
T
V
 
n
e
w
c
o
m
e
r
 
—
Ja
ck
 P
aa
r.
In
 1
95
7,
 a
ft
er
 o
pe
ni
ng
 a
n
of
fi
ce
 t
o 
bo
ok
 a
 n
ig
ht
 c
lu
b
ac
t 
he
 p
ut
 t
og
et
he
r,
 A
B
C
-
T
V
 h
ir
ed
 h
i
m
 a
s 
ho
st
 o
f 
it
s
N
e
w
 
Y
o
r
k -
ba
se
d 
da
yt
im
e
g
a
m
e
 s
h
o
w
,
 "
W
h
o
 D
o
 Y
o
u
Tr
us
t?
" 
E
d
 M
c
M
a
h
o
n
 w
a
s
th
e 
an
no
un
ce
r.
In
 1
95
8,
 N
B
C
 c
al
le
d 
h
i
m
in
 t
hr
ee
 t
im
es
 t
o 
su
bs
ti
tu
te
fo
r 
P
a
a
r
 o
n 
"
T
h
e
 T
on
ig
ht
S
h
o
w
"
 a
n
d
 t
hi
s 
le
d 
to
 h
is
be
in
g 
hi
re
d 
as
 p
e
r
m
a
n
e
n
t
ho
st
 in
 1
96
2.
J
o
h
n
n
y
 a
pp
ea
rs
 o
n 
ot
he
r
T
V
 s
h
o
w
s
 a
n
d
 c
on
ti
nu
es
 t
o
m
a
k
e
 
pe
rs
on
al
 
ap
-
p
e
a
r
a
n
c
e
s
,
 
i
n
c
l
u
d
i
n
g
th
ea
te
r-
in
-t
he
-r
ou
nd
 d
at
es
.
H
i
s
 
hi
gh
ly
 
su
cc
es
sf
ul
pe
rf
or
ma
nc
es
 i
n 
L
a
s
 V
e
g
a
s
da
te
 
ba
ck
 
to
 
19
54
. 
H
e
 i
s
cu
rr
en
tl
y 
un
de
r 
co
nt
ra
ct
 t
o
th
e 
S
a
h
a
r
a
 
Ho
te
l 
in
 
th
at
ci
ty
.
A
n
 a
vi
d 
re
ad
er
, 
Ca
rs
on
's
t
w
o
 h
ob
bi
es
 a
t 
th
e 
m
o
m
e
n
t
ar
e 
te
nn
is
 a
nd
 a
st
ro
no
my
_
li
e 
is
 c
or
no
rl
er
of
 I 
on
e,
 o
f 
t
h
e
.
t
o
p
 c
el
eb
ri
ty
 t
e
n
n
i
s
 p
l
a
y
e
r
s
in
 t
h
e
 c
o
u
n
t
r
y
.
S
w
e
e
t
 B
a
b
y
 J
am
es
's
Br
ot
he
r 
O
u
t
 O
f
 S
h
a
d
o
w
N
A
S
H
V
I
L
L
E
,
 
T
e
n
n
.
(
A
P
)
 —
F
r
e
e
 o
f 
t
h
e
 a
rt
is
ti
c
s
h
a
d
o
w
 
c
a
s
t
 
b
y
 
b
r
o
t
h
e
r
S
w
e
e
t
 
B
a
b
y
 
J
a
m
e
s
,
L
i
v
i
n
g
s
t
o
n
 T
a
y
l
o
r
 s
a
y
s
 h
is
li
fe
 w
o
u
l
d
 b
e
 f
ul
fi
ll
ed
 i
f 
h
e
c
o
u
l
d
 
b
u
t
 
s
m
i
l
e
 
s
o
m
e
s
u
n
s
h
i
n
e
 
d
o
w
n
 
y
o
u
r
 
w
a
y
.
"
E
v
e
r
y
b
o
d
y
 m
a
k
e
s
 i
t 
on
th
ei
r 
o
w
n
,
 
in
 
th
ei
r 
o
w
n
s
p
a
c
e
,
 i
n 
th
ei
r 
o
w
n
 
w
a
y
,
"
th
e 
l
a
n
k
y
,
 
bl
on
d-
ha
ir
ed
Bo
st
on
ia
n 
s
a
i
d
 
in
 
a
n
 
in
-
t
e
r
v
i
e
w
.
 "
I
 t
hi
nk
 t
he
re
's
 a
n
il
lu
si
on
 
t
h
a
t
 
yo
u'
ll
 
b
e
s
u
c
c
e
s
s
f
u
l
 i
f 
y
o
u
'
r
e
 a
ro
un
d
su
cc
es
s.
"I
t'
s 
te
rr
if
ic
 
be
in
g
J
a
m
e
s
 
Ta
yl
or
's
 
br
ot
he
r.
M
y
 
s
i
b
l
i
n
g
s
 
a
r
e
c
h
a
r
i
s
m
a
t
i
c
.
 
M
y
 
f
a
m
i
l
y
'
s
u
s
e
d
 
t
o
 
b
e
i
n
g
 
vi
si
bl
e.
T
h
e
y
'
v
e
 b
e
e
n
 u
s
e
d
 t
o
 i
t 
fo
r
a
 l
o
n
g
 t
i
m
e
.
"
W
i
t
h
 f
o
u
r
 a
l
b
u
m
s
 b
e
h
i
n
d
h
i
m
,
 
ex
cl
ud
in
g 
a
re
tr
os
pe
ct
iv
e 
on
e,
 T
ay
lo
r,
28
, 
s
a
i
d
 
c
h
a
n
g
e
s
 
m
u
s
t
 
b
e
e
x
p
e
c
t
e
d
 
a
n
d
 
a
c
c
e
p
t
e
d
 
b
y
a
n
y
o
n
e
 
li
vi
ng
 
li
fe
 
to
 
t
h
e
fu
ll
es
t.
"
A
 f
ir
st
 a
l
b
u
m
 i
s 
wr
it
te
n
w
i
t
h
 
n
o
 
s
u
c
h
 
t
h
i
n
g
 
a
s
 
a
t
h
o
u
g
h
t
 t
o 
m
a
k
i
n
g
 a
 l
iv
in
g
a
t
 i
t,
" 
h
e
 s
ai
d.
 "
T
h
e
 f
ir
st
 i
s
pe
rf
ec
ti
on
 o
f
 t
h
e
 s
pi
ri
t.
 M
y
fi
rs
t 
a
l
b
u
m
,
 
"
L
i
v
i
n
g
s
t
o
n
T
a
y
l
o
r
,
"
 
w
a
s
 
al
l 
th
e
wr
it
in
g 
I 
h
a
d
 
d
o
n
e
 
f
r
o
m
a
g
e
 1
5 
to
 2
0,
 w
h
e
n
 I
 m
a
d
e
 it
.
It
's
 v
ir
gi
n 
a
n
d
 
yo
u 
n
e
v
e
r
g
e
t
 b
a
c
k
 t
o
 t
h
a
t
 a
g
a
i
n
.
"
I
n
 
m
a
k
i
n
g
 
m
u
s
i
c
,
y
o
u
'
v
e
 g
o
t
 t
o 
b
e
 w
il
li
ng
 t
o
p
l
a
y
 
li
ve
. 
It
's
 
e
v
e
r
y
t
h
i
n
g
.
Y
o
u
 
c
a
n
'
t
 
b
e
 
r
e
a
l
 
f
u
s
s
y
a
b
o
u
t
 w
h
e
r
e
 y
o
u
'
r
e
 p
l
a
y
i
n
g
a
n
d
 
y
o
u
 
c
a
n
'
t
 
b
e
 
w
o
r
r
i
e
d
a
b
o
u
t
 
m
o
n
e
y
 
—
 
n
o
t
 
c
o
r
n-
p
u
l
s
e
d
 a
b
o
u
t
 i
t.
"
T
a
y
l
o
r
 
s
a
i
d
 
h
e
 
h
a
s
 
a
l
a
r
g
e
 
f
o
l
l
o
w
i
n
g
 
in
 
J
a
p
a
n
,
w
h
e
r
e
 h
e
 w
a
s
 p
r
e
p
a
r
i
n
g
 t
o
to
ur
. 
"
I
 
d
o
n
'
t
 
u
n
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
c
o
m
p
l
e
t
e
l
y
 
w
h
y
 
t
h
e
y
 
li
ke
m
e
 
b
u
t
 t
h
e
y
 
d
o
 
a
n
d
 
t
h
a
t
p
l
e
a
s
e
s
 m
e
,
"
 h
e
 s
ai
d.
"
T
h
e
 
J
a
p
a
n
e
s
e
 
h
a
v
e
 
a
di
sc
ip
li
ne
 
th
at
's
 
u
n
k
n
o
w
n
in
 t
hi
s 
c
o
u
n
t
r
y
 a
n
d
 t
h
e
y
 a
r
e
a
b
l
e
 
to
 
c
r
e
a
t
e
 
be
au
ti
fu
l
t
h
i
n
g
s
 
o
u
t
 
o
f
 
t
h
e
i
r
di
sc
ip
li
ne
. 
T
h
o
u
g
h
 I
'
m
 
n
o
t
v
e
r
y
 
d
i
s
c
i
p
l
i
n
e
d
,
 
I
r
e
c
o
g
n
i
z
e
 
it
s 
v
a
l
u
e
.
 
It
d
o
e
s
n
'
t
 
m
e
a
n
 
I 
c
a
n
'
t
 
a
d
-
m
i
r
e
 i
t 
in
 o
th
er
s.
 O
f
t
e
n
 i
t'
s
m
i
s
t
a
k
e
n
 
fo
r 
s
q
u
a
r
e
n
e
s
s
a
n
d
 t
ha
t'
s 
n
o
t
 r
ig
ht
."
A
 p
hi
lo
so
ph
ic
al
 m
a
n
 w
h
o
p
o
n
d
e
r
s
 e
v
e
r
y
 q
u
e
s
t
i
o
n
 a
n
d
t
h
o
u
g
h
t
f
u
l
l
y
 
e
d
i
t
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